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Preface

Throughout its history, America has faced new and evolving challenges to its
national security. Biological attacks, distinct from chemical and nuclear attacks, are
one ofthese challenges. The threat of a biological attack has raised the specter of
bioterrorism and prompted many questions about America's readiness for such a
crisis. These questions are often difficult to answer because ofthe complex intersec-
tion between science and policy.

Our feature article, "Bioterrorism Preparation and Response Legislation-The
Struggle to Protect States' Sovereignty While Preserving National Security" by
Victoria Sutton, asks how different levels of government should interact to address
bioterrorist threats to US national security. To answer this question, Sutton examines
the Constitution and TheFederalist Papers to assess howjhe Founding Fathers
would have approached the unique challenges presented by the threat of a biological
attack.

Bioterrorism is discussed further in five interviews with experts ranging from the
fields of science to international law . First, we spoke to Matthew Meselson, a
professor of molecular and cellular biology at Harvard, who has proposed a new
international law regarding biological weapons. Next, we spoke to Anthony Lake,
the former National Security Adviser to President Clinton, and Colonel Fenton
"Dutch" Thomas and Marc Wolfson, both from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), about US policy and response inthe eventofa biological attack.
Finally, we talked with Peter Lejeune, a Senior Associate at Security Management
International, Inc. and an expert in the field ofterrorism, and Joshua Lederberg, a
Nobel Prize winner and professor emeritus at Rockefeller University.

The next article, "An Application of Refugee Law to Child Soldiers" by Wendy
Perlmutter, looks at the problem of using children to fight wars, a practice that is
increasing around the world. Perlmutter discusses whether refugee law can be
applied to former child soldiers who committed brutal acts while engaged in war.

The third article, "The Transformation of Governance Paradigms and Modalities:
Insights into the Marketization ofthe Public Service in Response to Globalization" by
Nand C. Bardouille, offers a critical look at public management in the age of
globalization. The article explores the struggle many governments face trying to serve
the public interest while modernizing public management practices. Finally, we
present five reviews ofbooks recently published in the policy community, covering
topics from privacy in the Internet age to the rise oftransnational civil societies.

As The Georgetown Public Policy Review completes its sixth year of publica-
tion, we would like to acknow ledge the invaluable support of our readers and the
Georgetown community. This support is what makes TheReview possible. As
always, we encourage and welcome any comments and contributions.

Anne Gable
Editor -in-Chief
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Bioterrorism Preparation and Response
Legislation-The Struggle to Protect
States' Sovereignty While Preserving

National Security

By VICTORIA SUTTON

Texas Tech University

At the heart of the issue ofbioterrorism is the balance between state and
federal powers for public health regulation. Although the provision of national
security falls squarely into the powers ofthe federal government, the use ofthese
powers has been almost exclusively in the international arena for intelligence
gathering for defense and for military responses on other shores. Thus, bioterrorism
has given rise to a riew conflict with federalism where national security, the
province of the federal government, becomes a matter of public health, an area
traditionally regulated by the states. This conflict suggests that federalism should
give way to the constitutionally delegated powers ofthe United States to preserve
national security, even though it would mean the regulation of state public health
systems in order to achieves that goal. This paper seeks to define the kind of
legislation that achieve the goals offederalism and the goals of national security
through examination of the Federalist Papers, the US Constitution, statutes, and
case law.

"The means of security can only be
regulated by the means and danger of
attack. They will, in fact, be determined by
these rules and by no others."
James Madison, Federalist Paper No.
41

INTRODUCTION

The security of the United States has
been a source of national pride and con-
troversy since the founding ofthe nation.
As a nation, we have enjoyed the protec-
tion and peace of mind that comes with
having the most powerful military in the
world. Today, not one citizen of the
United States can remember awar being
fought on American soil. However, the
threat ofbiological attack-as distinct from
chemical and nuclear attacks-has raised
new concerns about our national security. 1

The coordination oftraditional emer-
gency response mechanisms within the
Constitutional framework are those which
are clearly defined and practiced. How-
ever, the coordination of peacetime
preparations for bioterrorist action is not
so clearly defmed and remains avulnerable
position for the United States. Where
emergency response to natural disasters
dictates clear intergovernmental relation-
ships and practiced response operations,
a bioterrorism event would be an ongoing
disaster with casualties increasing expo-
nentially during the response. In contrast,
the casualties in a natural disaster are most
likely to have peaked before the response
and be in a sharp decline or at zero when
the response begins. Preparation and
surveillance are most critical to a threat of
bioterrorism, and the only way to fulfill the

The Georgetown Public Policy Review, 6:2 (Spring 2001). Copyright © 2001
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Constitutional mandates is for the federal
government to provide adequate national
security.

The question is now whether our gov-
ernmental, administrative, and legal
infrastructure is designed to meet the criti-
cal need for our national security system to
adequately prepare for and defend against
such an attack. 2 At the heart ofthe issue of
bioterrorism is the balance between state
and federal powers for public health regu-
lation. Although the provision of national
security falls squarely into the powers of
the federal government, the use of these
powers has been almost exclusively in the
international arena for intelligence gather-
ing for defense and for military responses
on other shores. Never before has the
threat to national security originated so
pervasively from within the United States'
borders. Part ofthe threat stems from the
ability to develop biological agents in a
relatively small space; part from com-
monly used equipment that can easily be
converted to use for the production of
biological agents; and part because the
surveillance to prevent such an attack is
certainly as important-if not more criti-
cal-than the response to such a threat.
Because ofthe characteristics unique to a
biological threat, our legal foundations of
federalism-the division between federal
and state powers-are directly challenged.

While it seems that no citizen would
obj ect to protection by the federal govern-
ment, it is equally important to note that
erosion of state powers can be threatening
to the stability of state sovereignty, par-
ticularly in times of peace. The federal
government cannot impose on that sover-
eignty, except where interstate commerce
is affected-the constitutional basis for
federal environmental laws as well as the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. Other
areas such as public health and safety are
clearly powers of the states, originating
such states' actions as quarantine laws.
The Tenth Amendment assures us that
states can protectthe public health of their
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citizens as they see fit. The Doctrine of
Preemption provides that the federal gov-
ernment can regulate where the government
has so completely taken over the field that
there is no room for state law, and state law
is thereby preempted. But the US Su-
preme Court has held that preemption
cannot apply where Congress has no au-
thority to regulate in the first place. 3

Power between state and federal gov-
ernments can be shared. Where there are
conflicts, ifthat power is not reserved to
the states, then the federal government
may preempt the issue. Some scholars
suggest that the Supremacy Clause of the
Constitution is the source of that power;
others suggest it is the Necessary and
Proper Clause. 4

Another approach to federal control
involves a cooperative federalism model
that establishes national standards based
on the authority offederallegislation. States
may choose to assume administration of
the programs, such as some ofthe environ-
mental statutes (i.e., the Clean Water Act,
the Clean Air Act, and the Safe Drinking
Water Act). Again, Congress is limited to
regulating that which they have authority to
regulate, and such environmental laws are
based on Congress' authority to regulate
commerce between the states.

However, the demarcation between
federal and state powers has been clear in
some areas. The regulation of public
health has traditionally been apolice power
ofthe states, arising from the regulation of
contagion and disease during colonial times.
Quarantine laws have historically fallen
under state powers, as have other areas of
public health law; the regulation of national
security has been exclusively given to the
Congress through the Constitution.

Thus, bioterrorism has given rise to a
new conflict with federalism where na-
tional security, the province ofthe federal
government, becomes a matter of public
health, an area traditionally regulated by
the states. This conflict suggests that fed-
eralism should give way to the
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constitutionally delegated powers of the
United States to preserve national secu-
rity, even though it would mean the
regulation of state public health systems in
order to achieve that goal. The systematic
communication, surveillance, and report-
ing functions essential to preparation for
and response to a bioterrorism event re-
quire federal coordination. However, any
expansion ofthe federal government into
the area of public health must be suffi-
ciently narrow to avoid the erosion of the
states' constitutionally preserved sover-
eignty.

The modem interpretation offederal-
ism suggests that there is a shift from the
New Deal era of federal regulation to
recognizing powers reserved to the states,
particularly in the area of public health.
The suggestion that national public health
goals must be implemented through state
political processes rather than Congres-
sionallegislation is troublesome because
the essence of our defense against
bioterrorism will be federal coordination
of planning, preparedness, and response. 5

States are constitutionally prohibited from
regulating such activities. 6Traditional co-
operative federalism with the necessary
flexibility for states' self-governance does
not lend itself to a precise system designed
to operate uniformly with sensitivity and
rapid response.

It is established that states have the
police powers to quarantine, balanced by
the protection of Constitutional due pro-
cess through the Fourteenth Amendment.
In the 1824 landmark case, Gibbons v.
Ogden (22 US 1), the Supreme Court
interpreted state police powers to be re-
served to the states through the Tenth
Amendment. States have regulated public
health through quarantine, sanitation laws,
control of water and air pollution, vaccina-
tion, and the regulation of medical
professionals. However, it is clearly estab-
lished that the federal government does not
have police powers to do so in public
health regulation, except in narrower cir-
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cumstances where "in cases of rebellion or
invasion the public safety may require it."?
It is also very clear that in times of emer-
gency and foreign invasion the federal
government has the Constitutional author-
ity to declare a state of emergency and
respond to both invasions and domestic
disasters. James Madison, the fourth
Presidentofthe United States, described
the shared powers ofthe state and federal
governments to mean that the federal gov-
ernment is best to govern during "times of
war" and state government isbest in "times
of'peace."

However .the threat ofbioterrorism is
uniquely incapable offittingneatly within
these established Constitutional bound-
aries. When preparing for war , the federal
government continually trains and recruits
military troops and conducts international
surveillance and intelligence gathering op-
erations in preparation for defense.
However, the preparation for action against
bioterrorism requires a system of surveil-
lance and preparation which will by
necessity involve the state, county, and city
governments as logical points in the matrix
of national communication, surveillance,
and preparedness.

There is a vital need to create amanda-
tory system for epidemiological information,
critical to the detection of biological at-
tacks, on anationwide basis. The battlefield
isnottraditional: itmaybethewinds, the
mass transit systems, or a crowded gath-
ering. State boundaries become
meaningless where the attack media, a
disease agent, can travel from anyone
point on the globe to another in under 36
hours." Whether the federal government
adequately addresses the constant and
unique threat ofbioterrorism within the
constraints of the US Constitution involves
a narrow set of circumstances. In order to
effectively address national security con-
cerns, it is necessary to decide whether a
public health model exists or whether other
areas oflaw, such as federal environmental
law, may be used to design an effective
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preparation and response system to
bioterrorism. Ananalysis of The Federal-
ist Papers raises the question as to whether
James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and
John Jay, authors of The Federalist Pa-
pers, may have contemplated the kind of
national security issues raised by the threat
of domestic bioterrorism. JO

IN TIMES OF WAR AND PEACE

The authority and power of the United
States is clearly a federal power in times of
"war and danger" as interpreted by James
Madison:

"The operations ofthe federal govern-
mentwill be most extensive and important
in times of war and danger; those of the
State governments in times of peace and
security ... The more adequate, indeed, the
federal powers may be rendered to the
national defense, the less frequent will be
those scenes of danger which might favor
their ascendancy over the governments of
the particular States. "11

Herein, Madison suggested that the
more adequate our national defense, the
less frequently the question of power over
state governments would arise. In the
matter ofbioterrorism, our national de-
fense from the foreign perspective is indeed
formidable; however, domestically, the
"scenes of danger" do not diminish pro-
portionatelywith the strength ofour national
defense envisioned by Madison.

Contemplated are "scenes of danger"
that "might favor" the "ascendancy" of the
federal government over the states. 12The
"scenes of danger" are those arising from
releases of biologic agents, capable of
widespread infection in amatter ofhours."
The "adequacy" of the national defense
may have little or no effect on these kinds
of attacks. The kinds of attacks contem-
plated by Madison were likely those by
countries having inferior weapons and
troops. In a visionary statement concern-
ing national security, Madison suggested
that with the rise of new means of inducing
danger and attack on our national security,
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regulation must necessarily adapt and be
shaped to respond to whatever new threat
evolves. Madison further wrote that this
rule is determining and must be considered
supreme relative to any other rules: "The
means of security can only be regulated by
the means and the danger of attack. They
will, in fact, be ever determined by these
rules and by no others." 14Here, the char-
acteristics of the weaponry and attack are
the controlling standard, not the "means of
security.?" The "means of security" sug-
gest federal or state powers to provide
such security as dictated by the "means
and the danger of'attack.?"

Referring to the threat of disease, one
court has held that "drastic measures for
the elimination of disease are not affected
by constitutional provisions, either of the
state or national government. "17The case
of a bioterrorism event involves "drastic
measures" called upon in an emergency
situation, which clearly finds power in the
federal government in times of emergency.
This case, however, would not give au-
thority to the federal government where
the elimination of a disease was not at
issue. Surveillance, reporting, and prepa-
ration for any response to a bioterrorism
attack must necessarily come long before
elimination of disease becomes neces-
sary."

In the same writing conceming national
security, Madison further suggested that
threats can come from within the bound-
aries ofthe United States as well as foreign
concerns: "InAmerica, themiseries spring-
ing fromherintemal jealousies, contentions,
and wars would form a part only of her
10t."19It was not unforeseeable that inter-
nal strife and political rebellions of various
degrees would continue to plague the na-
tion."

This relationship of the power vested in
the federal government is directl y propor-
tional to the exigency which the United
States faces, evidenced in Madison's dis-
course on the powers which should be
held by the federal government. Here,
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again, Madison wrote that it is the exigency
that controls the proportional amount of
federal power required. 21In the last sen-
tence of his paper, Madison asserted that
this question is the same as that of the
continued existence of the Union itself,
forcing the unequivocal conclusion that the
federal government thereby possesses
power to avert destruction of its "contin-
ued existence. "22

The dangers discussed in Federalist
No. 44, considered with the exigencies in
Federalist No. 41, indicate that the ascen-
dancy of the federal government may be
favored where the exigency demands such
a response, and the existence of the Union
is thus dependent upon such action. Thus,
a limited ascendance of the federal gov-
ernment isnot only required, but demanded
by the constitutional context ofnational
security. However, in times of peace,
when the threat exists but does not rise to
the level of an exigency, the federal gov-
ernment cannot act where the state has
sovereign power. While we are certain
that a bioterrorism threat exists, the exi-
gency required by the Constitution to
invoke federal powers means there must
be an imminentthreatto national security.

In this same context, the use of military
obviously required the nation to address
the use of military in peacetime in order to
be prepared for a nati onal security threat.
The Federalist Papers address some of
the objections raised concerning the fed-
eral government power for "keeping them
[military troops] up" in "a season oftran-
quility." Speaking to the timing that would
evoke federal powers, Hamilton asked:

"Whattime shall be requisite to ascer-
tain the violation? Shall it be a week, a
month,orayear? Or shall we say they may
be continued as long as the danger which
occasioned their being raised continues?
This would admit that they might be kept
up in time of peace, against threatening or
impending danger, which would be at once
to deviate from the literal meaning of the
prohibition and to introduce an extensive
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latitude of construction, Who shall judge
of the continuance of the danger? 1123

Alexander Hamilton described a sce-
nario that has historically justified the
maintenance of amilitary during times of
peace, as well as supported the draft and
other national defense preparations.
Therein, Hamilton raised the specter ofthe
consequences of a nation that does nOJ
have the ability to be prepared for national
defense describing "a nation incapacitated
by its Constitution to prepare for defense
before it was actually invaded. "24

The Founders cautioned against the
strictest construction of the Constitution,
which would leave the nation "to prepare
for defense before it was actually in-
vaded."25This warning is clearly analogous
to the preparations and surveillance sys-
tems necessary to avoid becoming
incapacitated by the convention of the
strictest construction of state powers in
public health and safety.

The Founders also wrote that: "As the
ceremony of a formal denunciation of war
has of'late fallen into disuse, the presence
of an enemy within our territories must be
waited for as the legal warrant to the
government to begin its levies ofmen for
the protection of the State. We must
receive the blow before we could even
prepare to return it. All that kind of policy
by which nations anticipate distant danger
and meet the gathering storm must be
abstained from, as contrary to the genuine
maxims of a free government. "26

This reference to the "distant danger"
and the "gathering storm" is an appropriate
analogy to the threat of bioterrorism."
The caution that avoiding "[A]11that kind of
policy ... " suggests an aggressive national
security policy should be implemented to
address such anticipated dangers." This
discussion indicates where the Federalists
might stand on a national approach to a
bioterrorism threat during peacetime-the
raising of a "bioterrorism militia" would
clearly be in order.
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WHERE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN
BE MORE EFFECTIVE THAN STATE
GOVERNMENTS

"The protection and preservation of
the public health is among the most impor-
tant duties of state government. "29

However, Madison observed that" ... State
legislatures will be unlikely to attach them-
selves sufficiently to national objects .... "30

"If, therefore, as has been elsewhere
remarked, the people should in future be-
come more partial to the federal than to the
State government, the people ought not to
be precluded from giving most of their
confidence where they may discover it to
be most due; but even in that case the State
government could have little to apprehend,
because it is only within a certain sphere
that the federal power can, in the nature of
things be advantageously administered. "31

The Founders anticipated the need for
the nation to have flexibility to shift long-
held powers of the states to the federal
government, but only where the people
have the highest "confidence" in the federal
government, i.e., to respond to the threat
ofbioterrorism. But is there a legal mecha-
nism to shift the long held powers of public
safety from the states to the federal gov-
ernment in the case ofbioterrorism? If
each state elected to enact a uniform sur-
veillance system which interfaces neatly
with that of each and all ofthe other states,
would this be sufficient to address the
needs of a national security response and
preclude the need for more invasive uses
of federal powers into the area of public
heal th? The specter of a national securi ty
threat led by 50 leaders with 50 different
sets of priorities is not only foolish, but also
a failure of the role of the federal govern-
ment in the "continued existence" of the
nation."

Public safety in times of rebellion
"The privilege of the writ of habeas

corpus shall not be suspended, unless
when in cases of rebellion or invasion the
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public safety may require it. "33 This quote
refers to the Constitutional provision for
protection against being confined. 34 It spe-
cifically identifies a time of public safety as
appropriate for the suspension of the writ
of habeas corpus, perhaps providing the
Constitutional authority to invoke quaran-
tine when the timing is such that public
safety is at risk. However, the state has
police powers for quarantine, its use con-
tingentupon the public safety. In general,
"probable cause"thatthe subject is infec-
tious is all that is required by a state to
quarantine."

Therefore, the federalgovemmentdoes
have the Constitutional power to quaran-
tine, but only on a much more limited and
narrow precept than do the states. The
quarantine power of the federal govern-
ment is an untried power in this context.
The limited use of this power, coupled with
the Constitutional due process require-
ments of individual hearings for each
individual, makes its practical application
in an emergency practically useless to ad-
dress the exposure ofthousands or more
to a bioterrorism agent. 36

The ability of states to muster state
militias was a contentious issue when the
Articles of Confederation were discussed
during the construction of the Constitution.
Alexander Hamilton addressed the issue
of separate state militias and cautioned
against the separate possession of military
forces: "The framers of the existing [Ar-
ticles of] Confederation, fully aware ofthe
dangers to the Union from the separate
possession of military forces by the States,
have in express terms prohibited them
from having either ships or troops, unless
with the consent of Congress. "37 The use
of military forces is an important compo-
nent of a well-planned defense in
preparation for a bioterrorism event. The
possibility of 50 different militias in ana-
tional response without one overall leader
again presents a threat to national security
and a failure of the federal government to
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protect the "continued existence" of the
nation."

"For the common defense or general
welfare':"

The interpretation ofthe General Wel-
fare Clause has been incontestably limited
to the authority of Congress to tax since the
time of The Federalist Papers. The
interpretation given to the Clause was
essentially narrowed to one of use as a
"general phrase" followed by qualifica-
tions of the general meaning, thereby
narrowly applying the Clause to the ability
for Congress to levytaxes." This limitation
precludes the use of the General Welfare
Clause as a basis for Congress to legislate
on the basis of broad purposes of the
general welfare ofthe nation.

In spite of such sweeping mandates to
act for the general welfare, such as: "The
prevention of disease or disability and the
promotion of health, within reasonable
resource constraints, provides the preemi-
nent justification for the governmentto act
for the welfare of society," the General
Welfare Clause bestows no power on
Congress to act other than to tax in order
to carry out these broad mandates."

A CONTEMPORARY TENTH AMENDMENT

ANALYSIS42

The original powers used by the states
during the colonial era were police powers
that included the regulation ofhealth, safety,
and welfare, later reserved to the states
through the Constitution. Duringthattime,
states had the exclusive authority for the
regulation of public health.P However, in
1870, the Surgeon General of the Public
Health Service, General John Maynard
Woodworth, made an effort to establish
quarantine as a federal responsibility. The
resulting backlash of states , rights objec-
tions argued that the matter of quarantine
was better left to the states, as was the
historical pattern. General Woodworth
argued that the regulations were inconsis-
tent from state to state and the spread of
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disease was not relevant to states' bor-
ders. After the 1877 outbreak of yellow
fever, General Woodworth worked for a
national quarantine system, which resulted
in the Quarantine Act of 1878.44 The Act
stipulated that federal quarantine regula-
tions must not conflict with or impair those
of state and municipal authorities and was
to be administered by the precursor agency
ofthe Public Health Service." The use of
a federal quarantine system would be an
integral part of a national security plan
against the threat ofbioterrorism.

The test for Tenth Amendment distinc-
tions between federal powers and state
powers is articulated inHodel v. Virginia
Surface Mining Reclamation Ass 'n (452
US 264 [1981]). First, the challenged
statute must regulate "states as states;"
second, the statute must involve matters
that are strictly "attributes ofstate sover-
eignty;" and third, the state's comp liance
with the federal statute would impair the
state's ability to "structure integral opera-
tions in areas of traditional functions."
Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan
Transit Authority (469 US 528 [1985])
qualified the "states as states" criteria as
"one of process rather than one of result,"
and overruled National League of Cities
v. Ussery (426 US 833 [1976]) where the
standard of 'traditional governmental func-
tions" failed to articulate a c1earprinciple
as to what it means. In Garcia, the dissent
of Justices O'Connor, Powell, and
Rehnquistsawthis decision as ignoring the
Tenth Amendment restraints on the Com-
merce Clause and leaving little to restrain
Congress from passing legislation encroach-
ing on state activities." Instead of Tenth
Amendment restraints, the majority in
Garcia expected that the "built-in re-
straints that our system provides through
state participation in federal governmental
action" and the "political process" will
"ensure [s] that laws that unduly burden the
states will not be promulgated. "47

The most recent teaching from the US
Supreme Court on the protections of the
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Tenth Amendment was articulated inNew
York v. United States (505 US 144
[1992]). In New York, the Court sought
to confine Congress' authority to "com-
mandeer" states in the regulation of the
disposal of radioactive wastes. Rather,
the states were to be given a choice among
regulating, being preempted by federal
legislation, or attaching conditions under
the spending power of Congress to en-
courage states to regulate. This further
limited Congressional reaches into state
legislative choices, thereby introducing
Tenth Amendment protections not recog-
nized previously in the Garcia decision.

The most recent case to address state
health and safety regulation in this line of
cases is Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. State
Energy Res. Cons. & Devel. Comm 'n
(461 US 190 [1983]) wherein the court
sought to avoid preemption of state public
health and safety laws by preempting state
law only where it conflicts with federal law.
The subj ect of health and safety here was
nuclear safety, and the courts have consis-
tently found that nuclear power andnuc1ear
safety is an area where the federal govern-
ment has clearly preempted state law.
However, the dissent suggests that where
safety of the state's citizens are at issue, the
state should have the sovereign power to
prohibit the construction of a nuc1earpower
facility." Again, the recognition of the
power of states to protect its citizens is
affirmed and the role of states in the feder-
alist system gains establishment in case
law.

The construction of federal legislation
concerning a mandatory role for the states
in what must be a precisely executed sys-
tem of surveillance and response to any
threat ofbioterrorism, does not fit within
the Tenth Amendment protection stan-
dard articulated by Justice O'Connor in
New York. Here, the requirement that
states be given the option to regulate or be
preempted may work for the facts of New
York, but in a system where coordination
and uniformity are essential to a surveil-
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lance and response system, there is no
room for options such as these.

POLICE POWERS, THE COMMERCE

CLAUSE, THE SUPREMACY CLAUSE, AND

PREEMPTION

The police power "[ aJims directly to
secure and promote the public welfare by
subj ecting to restraint or compulsion the
members of the community. Itisthepower
by which the government abridges the
freedom of action or the free use of prop-
erty of the individual in order that the
welfare may not be jeopardized. "49

Since the Constitution does not ex-
pressly grant Congress the power to enact
legislation for national public health, there
exists an assumption that Congress does
not have the power to do so-rather the
states have that power. The Constitutional
Convention considered numerous resolu-
tions to give Congress such power, but all
were rejected.

The Court extended the reach of the
Commerce Clause in Hoke v. United
States (227 US 308 [1913])-wherein
the Mann Act50 was found to be consti tu-
tional-just short of granting police powers,
to that of regulations having the "quality of
police regulations.'?' The Court limited
Congress' police powers because the
Commerce Clause gave the federal gov-
ernment power to regulate "among the
states" and "that Congress, as incident to
it, may adopt not only means necessary but
convenient to its exercise, and the means
may have the quality of police regula-
tions."?

According to James Tobey, a scholar
from the 1920s, the "Government is, in
fact, organized for the express purpose,
among others, of conserving the public
health and cannot divest itself of this im-
portant duty. "53 The use of police power
by the federal government is a basis on
which a federal approach to the threat of
bioterrorism might be established.

A bioterrorism event would affect in-
terstate commerce. Spreading rapidly
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from state to state, it could bring death to
those involved in commerce, inhibiting
business trade and commerce. However,
the relatively recent litigation ofCongres-
sional power to legislate in traditional areas
of state power in United States v. Lopez
suggests that reliance on the Commerce
Clause for federal bioterrorism legislation
might exceed the shrinking reach of Con-
gress' Commerce Clause powers. 54 More
recently, the US Supreme Court again
limited the reach ofthe standard for affect-
ing commerce in the review of themigratory
bird rule, by striking down a regulation
which extended federal power beyond
Constitutional limits into an area of state
police powers. 55 Bioterrorism regulation
based upon the Doctrine of Preemption
could be proposed as a basis. The Doc-
trine states that state law is deemed
preempted by federal constitutional or
statutory law either by express provision, 56

by a conflict between federal and state
law," or by implication where "Congress
so thoroughly occupies a legislative field
'as to make reasonable the inference that
Congress left no room for the States to
supplement it. "'58 In public health law,
Congress has not preempted the field as it
has in the area of nuclear power. 59 Fur-
thermore, the trend in federalism suggests
a trend toward more power for states-
not less.

"No STATE SHALL ENTER INTO ANY

TREATY, ALLIANCE, OR CONFEDERA-

TION"60

Madison discussed the prohibitions
against alliances between the states from
the Articles of Confederation to the US
Constitution. He explained that "for rea-
sons which need no explanation, [the
prohibition against states entering into trea-
ties ... ] is copied into the new Constitution
[from the Articles]. "61 Although alliances
and treaties may serve nationally important
goals.'" they are strictly prohibited without
the authority of Congress. 63 Any formal
alliances between states for purposes of
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bioterrorism preparation and response
would be therefore strictly prohibited by
the Constitution, without Congressional
approval.

An informal alliance of state epidemi-
ologists have filled the void where the
federal government is unable, under cur-
rent public health law, to provide a national
uniform system of reporting diseases.
These diseases include those biological
agents that are commonly known to be
among those used for bioterrorism. With-
out this alliance, our coordination of state
reporting would be so useless as to be
non-existent- This alliance has articulated
uniform standards for identifying and re-
porting a list of selected diseases in order
tomaintain a national surveillance system.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
has adopted these standards and provides
them as guidance." However, this system
has reached itsmaximum coordination and
standard-setting powers as a volunteer
organization. Without federal governmen-
tal powers, or aCongressionally authorized
states' compact, the system is doomed to
collapse in times of emergency.

Establishing a network of state epide-
miologists for the constitutionally narrow
purpose of preparation and response to
bioterrorism as part of federal legislation
would institutionalize a successful working
model. The resul twould be a coordinated
national response to the threat of
bioterrorism, otherwise impossible where
50 independent sovereigns are protecting
their individual state interests, as they must,
rather than the national interest.

The Supreme Court has established
that a state's police powers are not abso-
lute and could not be exercised outside a
state's territory orin contravention ofthe
federal Constitution. 65The court specified
that police powers authorize the state to
legislate "all laws that relate to matters
completely within its territory and which
do not by their necessary operation affect
the people of other States, [including]
health laws of every description. "66 There-
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fore, while the state epidemiologists' alli-
ance may act to create uniformity and
compliance, it has nopowerto require any
other state to do anything. It is conceivable
that should one or more states choose to
avoid reporting a disease cluster, the state
epidemiologists-as well as the CDC-
have no power to mandate their
compliance, even for the health of the
nation, or in the name of national security
under the current regime of public health
laws and case law.

COl'CL.l.!SIO]\'" A]\,"DRECOM~1E]\;J)ATIO~S

The enactment offederallcgislation on
the basis of the Commerce Clause, ex-
tending the characterofthose regulations
to the "quality of police regulations," is an
available federal approach to national sc-
curity."? In a reading of The Federalist
Papers in the context of the new threat of
bioterrorism, it is evident that the Constitu-
tion was intended to permit any shift of
powers from the state to the federal gov-
ernment when the people's confidence
sh ifted to the federal government. With the
threat ofbioterrorism, people are likely to
expect federal preparedness for a national
security threat, which ultimately involves
cxtensi vc peacetime activi ties. Converse Iy,
they may be unaware that the long-held
powers of the states' governments, which
have so ably protected the public since
colonial times, may well prove to be an
impediment to the effective role of the
federal government, "or in other words,
whether the Union itself shall be pre-
served."?"

Legislation tailored to meet the narrow
purpose of national defense against the
threat ofbioterrorism is an essential re-
sponsibility of our federal government.
Recognition of the importance of con-
structing and approving such legislation
prior to a bioterrorism disaster requires
that Congress face the constitutional chal-
lenge of taking national leadership in our
national defense and begin the political
debate surrounding such legislation sooner
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than later. There will be no opportunity to
have the deliberative debate of state and
national powers that are raised in this
article. This debate about the proper con-
struction oflcgislation is essential to protect
our system of federalism should a
bioterrorism threat become a reality.
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Feature Interviews
Bioterrorism is a difficult issue as an interview topic. In public policy we

often discuss issues like school choice, gun control, welfare reform, and tax cuts;
in short, issues that have an obvious conservative and Iibcral perspective. There arc
difficult policy questions surrounding biotcrrorism even though they are not as
obvious as those surrounding other issues; questions arise regarding our civil
liberties and basic freedoms. Issues like bioterrorism go beyond Washington. DC
to involve experts from the fields ofscience and international law. Intcrvciw Editor
Siobhan Murphy and Executive Editor Christina Werth talked to scientists Joshua
Lcdcrbcrg, a Nobel Prize winner, and Matthew Mcsclson, a llarvard geneticist.
about government involvement in finding vaccines and keeping track ofwho uses
these dangerous pathogens. They interviewed Colonel "Dutch" Thomas and Marc
Wolfson at FEMA to discuss the civilian-military interface and how the military
works with other government agencies to deal with a possible attack on US soil.
They also spoke to Peter Lejeune, an expert in the field of terrorism, and Anthony
Lake, former National Security Advisor to President Clinton, about what makes
bioterrorism different from other terrorist actions. We hope this set of interviews
will cause you to stop and think, not in terms of left vs. right or liberal vs.
conservative, but about issues and practical and effective solutions.

Interview with Matthew Meselson,
Professor of Molecular and Cellular

Biology, Harvard University

HoH' real and immediate do you
think the threat ofbioterrorism is'! Is
the threat morefrom state-supported
terrorist groups orfrom cult or anti-
government groups within the US?

First ofall, i f'we 'rc talking about any
individual American, the threat is negli-
gible. Ifwe 'rc talking about anywhere
in the world where it might happen, then
I think it is a serious issue. It is not
appropriate for individual Americans,
with all of the other things that we have
to be concerned about, to worry about
bioterrorism. which has never happened
in the country in any serious manner.
One case that is sometimes mentioned
is the del ibcratc contamination of salad
bars in Oregon, in which nobody died.
Compare that with the numbcr of'Arncri-
cans that arc accidentally shot every

year, or shot in massacres, or who die in
other disasters. Of course, our main
source of suffering and illness is nature
itself; we are all vulnerable to disease.
In the big scheme of things, even though
in the media there are waves of concern
about this and waves of concern about
something else, in the big picture this is
not something for ordinary Americans
to get excited about.

After all, there is a discipline at
Georgetown and all other universities
called History. And when one looks at
history we're talking about something
that, when compared to other hazards,
has been minuscule. So you have to
start with that. To completely close
one's eyes to history is to let one's self
in for serious miscalculations.

There is another lesson from history:
not just that ordinary individuals should

- - - - - - _.. . _.- - - --
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not be particularly concerned about this,
but that i fit hasn't happened, there must
be reasons. We have shootings and
wars and all kinds of violence all the
time, but not this. The basic technology
has been available in the open literature
for more than hal f a century. So why
not? Why hasn't it happened'? What-
ever those reasons are, that's where we
should put our efforts, to reinforcing
those, because they've worked. What-
ever they are, they've worked. Is it a
norm'? Is it because it is difficult for evil-
minded people to get hold of these
things? Is it because it doesn't satisfy
their particular political needs? Is it
because mi litary organizations have not
spun off experts and materials and
knowledge that could fall into private
hands'? Is it because countries them-
selves, even those who have developed
biological weapons, as we had once,
have never seriously contemplated us-
ing those things in their war plans? Is it
because bureaucracies have built them
up but not with determined support
from leadership'? I don't know.

There is very little scholarship here.
Very few people are seriously trying to
get hold of original documents from
archives and making scholarly studies
of these issues. Finding out what was
going on inside the Soviet union and
what was really in the minds of Ameri-
can leaders that are now dead is very
hard to do. The really important issues
have to do with why hasn't it happened
and how can we keep it that way'? Ifit
should happen anywhere in the world,
that is a threat to us because when you
have a norm, a standard of behavior
almost universally observed, ifit gets
broken anywhere, then there is a hazard
that it could spread. We're not worried
about keeping it just from happening on
our soil, but anywhere. So with that
background, what can be done to rein-
force those barriers?
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What call he done to deter these
acts?

\:ot just deterrence. Our vocabu-
lary has become so impoverished when
we discuss security issues. mainly since
nuclear weapons were introduced
Nuclear weapons are so absolute that
we introduced the word deterrence; it
wasn't used m uc h be fore n uc Icar wca p-
ons.

There are a lot of things that don't
happen because people are not inclined
to do them, not because they are de-
terred. Deterrence means someone
wants to do something, but the cost to
them is made high enough so they won't
do it because of the pain and suffering
they would incur. That is not necessar-
ily why people don't do it. Why don't
you lie all the time'! Is it because you arc
deterred'! The language is impover-
ished here, so as soon as we start with
the term deterrence we are denying
ourselves other tools for dealing with
this very special problem.

I don't think deterrence is the right
way to start. I think one has to take a
broader view. We look at all the tech-
nologies that our species has ever
developed: metallurgy, internal com-
bustion, nucleonics, computers, you
name it. Everyone of them has been
exploited for peaceful purposes. But in
addition, with no exception, everyone
ofthcm has been vigorously exploited
for hostile purposes. This is putting the
problem in the big picture, not the little
picture. We have coming now a huge
new technology, biotechnology. I twc
take this broad historical view, that it
has happened with every other technol-
ogy, how could it not happen with this
one'? This is one ofthe biggest questions
that our species has to face in the present
century. Are we going to be able to
change the typical pattern and not use
this particular technology for hosti lc pur-
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poses, like we have done with <111the
others'?

Why would it be different'? You
could argue it wouldn't be that different.
People might make some biological
weapons. usc them in wars; wars arc
bad enough anyway, it won 't make that
much difference. Or maybe it would kill
a lot more people. but still civilization
would survive: most important our hu-
manity would survive. A Iter all, we've
gone through times when there were
horrible amounts ofviolence, and hu-
manity has survived somehow.

Or is biology di ffcrcnt? There we
come to a very important question.
Other weapons offer ways of destroy-
ing people physically. Biotechnology is
fundamentally di ffcrcnt because yes, it
can kill people, but it can do something
very different, it can change them. It will
be a number of decades before it be-
comes clearly apparent, that
biotechnology will give us the ability to
manipulate cognition, the brain, dcvcl-
oprncnt, our form. our shape, and the
way our bodies work. We will be able
to manipulate all ofthe fundamental Iifc
processes, in ourselves, in animals, and
plants. You can sec this happening at a
quick rate of change in my field: mo-
lecular biology, molecular genetics.
Every few months. something is discov-
ered that no one would have dreamt
could have been done before. And this
will continue. The real question is far
deeper than the hype artists in the press
arc feeding us in order to sell more
papers.

Our species has suddenly arrived at
a unique point in the history of living
crcaturcs=-thc point at which it can
change itscl C that has never happened
before. And it is a fantastic change and
it wi II deepen and deepen as the de-
cades pass. That is why we should want
to make sure biotechnology is used only
for humane purposes; otherwise, we
arc in very deep trouble because we wi II
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lose our sheet anchor, we will lose what
it is to be human. I fyou em change it
rcadi ly, and i fyou do it for hosti lc pur-
poses. what is left after a few hundred
years? That is where I am very con-
cerned. That approach deals with the
more immediate issues of averting dam-
age or danger to a city or to a country or
to an individual. But there is very little
effort there. That's the sad part.

Could you talk a little bit about
yourproposal ofan internatianal COl1-

vention all criminulizing biological
weapons and hall' that fits into wliat
you are calking about here, (he idea
ofsociet al norms? Or is it more UII

the side o] deterrence?

It isn't. It is on the side of norms of
behavior. In religious doctrine and eth-
ics, the concept of a norm of behavior
has been developed deeply. It is some-
thing that politicians should pay more
attention to. This idea ofa convention
that would crirninalizc biological wcap-
ons is only one tool, and I'm sure it is not
the total answer.

There is a body of international law
going back several hundred years, and
it first applied to piracy. It's based on
the thought that there arc certain crimes
that arc a threat to everybody. No
matter where a perpetrator of a crime
appears, no matter where he is found,
the courts of that country ought to have
jurisdiction over that crime. That is
di ffercnt from someone commiting em-
bezzlement in Peru and coming to the
US. when there is no special extradition
treaty between the US and Peru. Well,
he's a free man. He isn't an American
citizen; he didn't commit embezzlement
in the US; he didn't steal from a CS
corporation abroad. If someone hauls
him in front ofa US court. his lawyer
would say, "It is irrelevant what my
client might have done in Peru. This
court has no jurisdiction over deeds
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committed by non-US citizens outside
ofthe US ifit did not harm US interests
abroad." But not if he is a pirate be-
cause even if he is a pirate from Peru
and he captures a Spanish ship and he
happens to come to New York, our
courts have jurisdiction over piracy no
matter who docs it.

There are seven treaties now in force,
and the US is a party to everyone of
them: airline hijacking, airline sabotage,
crimes of maritime navigation, harming
of diplomats on official duties, theft of
nuclear material, torture, and hostage
taking. (You may remember the Achille
Lauro, the treaty happened after the
event which is often what happens.
People don't get concerned with some-
thing until it happens.) Those are all in
force. There is a new one but it is not in
force yet because not enough countries
have signed on to it yet and that is on
terrorist bombing.

My colleague Prof. Julian Robinson
of the University of Sussex in England
and I essentially took a bunch ofscotch
tape and scissors and took pieces of all
these treaties and changed the words to
fit biological and chemical weapons.
We followed basically the format of
treaties that arc accepted and to which
the US has subscribed and created a
draft to make it an international crime.

What docs that mean'? Let's say you
are the head of state, and you're won-
dering if you should start a biological
weapons program and you ask your
advisor. Hewillsay, "You can do that,
you are the boss here, but if you do that
you better not travel because you don't
want to find yourself in a foreign jail,
and this is now subject to international
jurisdiction. Furthermore, if this gov-
ernment should change and you are no
longer head ofstate, the new govern-
ment might put you in jail." Another
thing his advisor probably wouldn't tell
him is what happens when his son or
daughter one day asks, "Dad, I read
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that you have been indicted as an inter-
national criminal. That's not true Dad,
is it?" There is some dissuasion going on
there; maybe there your word deter-
rence starts to apply.

What kind of response and sup-
p o rt are yo u gelling for your
proposal?

So far as I know, everyone who has
read it thinks it is a good idea. But it is
different when a few university profes-
sors think it is a good idea than when a
head of state, or better yet, a few heads
of state say, 'This is the most important
thing on our agenda. We arc going to
propose this in the Ul\: and we arc going
to get it done.' That is where we arc
right now. Our problem is that the
world is full of people who arc inter-
ested in this problem, but they arc too
busy with other stuff. Weare not very
much aquatintcd with world leaders; J
teach genetics. So far none of my
students has ended up being the Presi-
dent of France. Nevertheless, we arc
trying through contacts to reach leaders
in several countries that arc liked in the
world. We are hoping, especially after
J am on sabbatical, to kick into high gear
and get this done.

Let's talk a little hit about re-
search, and that aspect of the issue.
As a scientist, what do you think the
government's role is in supporting
this kind of research? What is the
government's role in monitoring sci-
entists to ensure that any work being
done is for a good use of these bio-
logical agents instead ofhostile uses?

There is no money in most vaccines,
so the private sector is reluctant to do it.
There arc a few vaccines where there is
a profit, but leaving those out, vaccines
in our country, as far as I can sec, arc
going to have to have a lot of govern-
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mcnt support. Only those vaccines with
a large commercial market, like a vac-
cine for the common cold or AIDS.
have a big profit potential. Let's take
smallpox. We really should have a
supply of the vaccine. We have some
but it is not a lot; we should have more.
A better vaccine or even the old vaccine
is not that hard to make, and the gov-
ernment, I think wisely, has contracted
with a company here in Cambridge to
first develop the vaccine because it will
be a new kind ofsmallpox vaccine, then
produce a fairly large quantity ofsmall-
pox vaccine, and then it wi II be stored
away. I think that is worth doing.

Could you do this for every disease.
for every variant of every disease? No,
you would go broke and we don't know
how to make acceptable vaccines for
most diseases. So it is not a general
answer.

There is another factor, and that is
for most infections, the vaccination has
to be before you arc exposed because
it takes a while for the immunity to build
up. You certainly cannot vaccinate all
Americans against all diseases. But
having certain vaccines just in case, I
think that is a good idea.

A broader spectrum approach is if
we understood enough about viruses so
that we could develop broad range
therapies. In other words, only if you
arc already sick, then you would do
something medically about it. Prophy-
laxis also has the problem that everyone
says. "Well maybe I was exposed."
How do you qualify, where do you
draw the line'? At the border between
Cambridge and Somerville, or farther
west between Sorncrvi lie and Medford,
or farther still between Medford and the
New Hampshire stateline'! Some people
arc even going to worry if they arc living
in Maine and something were to happen
in Boston. How do you deal with this
kind of public concern'? It is much
better to have something for after you
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know someone has been infected, and
that gets you to therapeutics instead of
vaccines.

We don't have a cure for any virus
disease and we've had more than 50
years of intensive research against virus
diseases generously supported by the
government. So more money isn't the
answer. We still can't cure AIDS.
There is not a single virus disease that
we can cure. We can prevent some with
vaccines. But cure it? 0;0. So there is
certainlya great need for research. But
nobody should think that it is going to
happen tomorrow, and nobody should
think that it is something we haven't
been doing and that raising the budget
will fix it. We have been doing it,
hammer and tongs. Look at the AIDS
effort.

We 'I'e talked about prevention and
preparation, and the media sensa-
tionalizing the issue. 11m.,: do YOl{

draw the line between preparing the
public for a possible biological at-
tack and not creating a punic? How
can we keep groups front creating
hoaxes 10 stir a panic ill the populo-
tion ?

There really has not been a problem
with creating a panic. We have had
more than 200 anthrax hoaxes. It's
incredible. Now I don't think you can
get an inch in a newspaper with one. In
fact it may be the cry wolf problem. I'm
not sure how to answer that type of
question. I'm a biologist; I Jon 't know
too much about how to shape public
opinion. But it docs seem to me.just on
the basis of the facts, that our public has
been pretty sensible when they have
reliable information.

l low would you look at int erna-
tiona! cooperation both Oil a national
level tofight biological terrorism and
on your level, the researchers' level?
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What can international cooperation
dofor the problem? Does this tvp« of
cooperation exist?

The best type of cooperation is the
normal openness that is in the scientific
community. That should be encouraged
by supporting the travel of young scien-
tists especially and older ones too so
they can go to one anothcrs ' countries
and get to know one another and know
what each are doing. There are many
biologists in the former Soviet Union, I
am told, who didn't even know there
was a treaty that prohibits biological
weapons. Openness, travel, the web,
TV, all these things help. There is no
way you arc going to be able to have a
police type of surveillance of activities.
The main approach is to encourage open-
ness, except where there is legitimate
secrecy, for example monetary, mili-
tary, and police, but to be open in other
areas. For example, proprietary infor-
mation that is commercial information
can be shared with our government.
They have a very good record. The
FDA docs not tell other companies how
to make products that have secret meth-
ods. When it is military stuff, share it
with an ally. When it is police stuff,
share it with police organizations in other
countries, in your own country, with
Interpol. Ifyou only have one organiza-
tion, only one unit, Iwould be afraid that
it could become so ingrown, so isolated
from everybody and everything else,
that it could go offin its own direction.
The first step is to look everywhere and
encourage openness. A further step is
to break down isolation even in secret
work.

Regulations are more di fficult. Es-
pecially if you arc talking about
laboratory practices of science. Scien-
tists arc skeptical about politicians. They
tend to bean independent-minded lotof
people, especially the ones in universi-
ties and research institutions. You can
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license certain things. If you want a
pathogen, you used to just be able to
order it, now you have to be approved.
There is a certain form you have to fi II
out and the Center for Disease Control
gets involved. It is a step that isn't too
burdensome; whether it will really make
a difference, I don't know. I don't think
we should export pathogenic strains
without knowledge of how they will be
used. On the other hand, they can be
isolated from nature and from sick
people.

\\' c arc dealing with a problem where
you really need to have good behavior
based on the fact that people want to
behave well. That, as my friend Joshua
Lcdcrberg said to me the other day,
"The main protection we have here is
the norm." If'that were really to change,
if the picture you imply by talking about
deterrence were to really be accurate,
and all types of people are itching to do
this, then you would never stop it.

If' you had the ear of President
Bush. wliat wouldyou suggest Oil this
issue?

There needs to be more attention to
the long-term issue about how to keep
our species from going down this road.

There is right now in Geneva nego-
tiation a protocol to provide for the
Biological Weapons Convention, the
same kind of system of declarations and
onsitc inspections and activities that we
have running for the Chemical Weapons
Convention, which really was the initia-
tive of George H. W. Bush.

Now what I would say to George W.
Bush is, "Your dad did something of
great wisdom, and we will see this more
clearly as we learn more and more how
to manipulate people with chemicals."
The first President Bush was the key
leader in bringing in the Chemical Weap-
ons Convention. It was when he was
Vice President that he pushed this for-
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ward when most ofthe rest of the gov-
ernment was skeptical, even hostile. )
would say to George \V., "What your
dad did in the area of chemical weap-
ons, you should now do in the area of
biological weapons. And that is, in
Geneva to instruct your delegates to get
an agreement where we have a new
international organization to which coun-
tries would make declarations on certain
matters and which would have inspec-
tors that would do checks."

And we would also have an clement
of international cooperation. You 'vc
already got the model; it is lip there in

I \.1

The Hague, it is the Organization tor the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. It's
a good model. Instead, what is happen-
ing so far is that the US is not taking a
leadership role, It had not done enough
under the Clinton administration, and
we are going to lose this thing. And that
is too bad. It has to happen at a high
level. Most of the middle level people
arc not going to be able to do that. They
do not have the authority; many of them
do not have the broad vision either.
That is what [ would do, I would tell
him, go talk to your dad.

Mattlicv: Mcsclson teaches and conducts research in the Deportment ot'
Molecular and Cellular Biology at Harvard University. Professor Mcselson is a
member ofthe US National Acadenty otScienccs. the Royal Socictv. the Academic
des Sciences, and the Russian Academy ofSciences and has been awarded honorary
degrees [rom Columbia University. the University of Chicago, Yale, and Princeton.
l lc has served as a consultant Oil chemical and biological weapons rCB II; arms
control (/1/(/ defense 10 various US government agencies and is a member o] the
Committe: Oil lntcrnational Security and ..trills Control ofth« US National .icW/CIIIY

o(."'·cicllces Ill' is co-director ofth« Harvard Sussex Program Oil CBW Arniamcnt
and .,1nils Limit.uion and co-editor olLts quarterly journal, The CH JJ' Conventions
Bulletin.



Interview with Anthony Lake,
Distinguished Professor in the Practice of

Diplomacy, Georgetown University
It's interesting that in your book. Six

Nightmares, and in a recent issue of
Foreign Affairs, bioterrorism is referred
to as a nightmare. How much ofa real
threat is bioterrorism? Or do you think
it will remain in the realm ofnightmarc.
and not reality?

It's much harder to develop a biologi-
cal weapon than a chemical weapon and
much, much harder than using computers
forterroristaction. So, ifyou're calculat-
ing probabilities, then biotcrrorisrn,
probably even more than some forms of
nuclear terrorism, is relatively unlikely. I
do not walk around everyday worrying
that people are dumping microbes in the
ventilation ducts of the building I'm in. If
we allow ourselves to become scared of
this, then in a way, the terrorists have won.
lfwe alter our bchavior too much beyond
prudent or preventative and preparatory
efforts, then the terrorists have won. I
don't think the chances are at all high that
this will happen; in fact, I think they're very
very low. However, the fact is that the
Aum Shirinkyo was trying to develop bio-
logical weapons and probably used sarin
because the Japanese pol ice were closing
in on them. (I believe they lost a scientist
in the process of trying to develop biologi-
cal weapons.) We should lament any
death, anywhere, but that would be low on
the listoflamentations. Sowhile it's very
unlikely, it is possible, and in fact we have
entered the age in which there have been
active efforts to try to develop biological
weapons.

Secondly, even if the chances of a
biological agent being used are very smal L
the consequences of such an action could

be extremely large. Therefore, we should
be doing everything we can both to pre-
vent such an action and to prepare for its
consequences.

On prevention, there are a number of
issues. One is, how do you find a terrorist
before he or she can act'? That means an
emphasis on our intell igcncc [collection],
which is important. But terrorists are
getting, in many ways, harder to catch,
because they tend to act less and less as
part ofhighlyorganized, disciplined orga-
nizations with a clear political goal and
more out ofa motivation simply to kill for
revenge. That makes them harder to deter.
But every dollar spent on anti-terrorism
and our intelligence energies is well-spent.

The second issue is whether we can
help prevent it by, for example, censoring
the Internet so potential terrorists have less
access to the recipes you can find, mostly
for chemical weapons. Or to put new
constraints on the scientists and censor
scientific explorations, genetic modifica-
tions, etc. I don't believe such efforts are
right, either in principle or as a practical
matter.

Since there is such a fine line be-
tween research and weapons, 110\\'

would you limit scientific explorations?

My answer is, you both shouldn't and
can 't do cither. On chemical and biologi-
cal weapons you can tighten up on whom
dangerous materials can be sent to or the
ease with which you can purchase the stu tT
So you can't just order over the Internet
and have botulism delivered to you. But
we need to be very careful even with that,
because again, if we allow our fears of
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terrorism to appreciably diminish our civil
liberties, inc luding freedom of speech, even
electronic, then the terrorists have won.
Censoring the Internet, as the Chinese arc
already learning. is probably impossible.
Secondly. in fact, you may well be able to
catch terrorists by tracing who is hitting on
the site$<'f\ third way of preventing it is to
undertake a massi vc effort to change how
our ventilation systems work. and I think
that is not feasible.
In terms of preparing, the government

has begun a program oftraining people in
communities around the country. and
they're increasing the numbcr ofthcir pro-
grams. That program is a praise-worthy
start, but it's got a lot of problems in it, and
it needs further dcvc lopmcnt.

Another issue that comes lip. both
with preparation and in dealing with
an actual event of biological terror-
ism, is local vs. [ederal authority.
Whcrc should responsibility lic!

That's avery important issue. Much of
the training is about how to coordinate
local, state, and federal efforts. You need
all three, and you need to coordinate them.
I recommended to President [Clinton 1 to
issue the presidential decision memoran-
dum that established the current structure
for how you organize this at the federal
level. In retrospect. I think it was wrong,
in that at each ofthe levels-local, state,
and fcdcral=-you have a fair number of
organizations that have very di ffcrcnt func-
tions and therefore di ffcrcnt bureaucratic
interests. At the federal level, the most
notable would be the FBI and FEMA.

Imagine, for a moment, that we were at
the site of a catastrophic event. The
interest ofthe FBI is the crime scene. So
you don't want to change things. The
interestofFEMA is todcal with the victims
and to get people out of there right away,
consistent with decontamination. This is
more likely in a chemical weapons attack.
(In a biological attack, you often \vouldri't
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know it had happened for a couple of
days, which makes it more dangerous.)
On the ground, as we're currently struc-
tured, the FBI plays the lead role. I went
to an exercise in which the FEMA people
were inordinately. I thought, taking dircc-
tion from the FBI people, when it's not
automatically clear, at any particular inci-
dent, whether the FBI's crime scene interest
is greater than FEMA's victim intercstor
vice versa. I think you need an impartial
bureaucratic arbiter who can take over a
crime scene and can proactively coordi-
nate the federal, state, and local aeti vi ties.
I think there's only one institution in our
government that can do that, and that's the
White House. So I think. sooneror later,
I hope sooner, the White House will de-
velop, as FEMA has, a cadre of people
who arc able to immediately go to a scene
Iike this and know what they are doing and
take over and work on it.

There is also much to be done in getting
ready in regards to vaccinations. Efforts
are, I suppose quite properly, concen-
trated on the military. My friends in the
government tell me that one area where we
need more money is developing and pro-
ducing the vaccines for the civilian
population as well.

There {Ire several laws the US has
regarding biological terrorism. Can
domestic legislation that criminalizes
the lise of biological weapons and
de velopmen t cffectivelv deter a bio-
logical terrorist event? And is there a
difference in how the laws affect do-
mestic groups versus foreign?

I think you arc asking the question in
black and white terms. Will it deter or
won't it deter'? Certainly, they cannot
perfectly deter it, because again, what I
call existential terrorist" simply want to lash
out at a society they hate. They may well
be in a state of mind which makes them
undctcrrablc. But [the laws] can help.
You 'rc alwaysdealing in probabilities and
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percentages, and I think, almost by defini-
tion, they can help. The question is, how
much are you giving up in terms of civil
liberties compared to the deterrent effect?
So far, I don't think we've gone over a
reasonable line.

The other issue to deal with is interna-
tional: it is very important that we make
more progress internationally in finding
ways to harmonize the various laws gov-
erning all this. We want to encourage other
nations to get tough on terrorists. At the
same time, most other nations' criminal
justice systems have less protection of
individual liberties than we do. So it is a lot
easier to call for more harmonization than
to actually do it. Finally, there is the issue
ofwhcthcr you want to make it an interna-
tional crime, as we have with hijacking, to
possess or use biological weapons.

That leads to my next question about
making it an international crime. lf
that happens, criminalizing tile posses-
sion and lise of biological agents, what
would happen alice the terrorist indi-
vidual or group is apprehended? Where
would they be prosecuted? Would if go
to the international court or would it
stay in the US?

Good question. It has to be worked
out. A start would be to try to work it out,
rather than saying in advance that it's too
complicated orthe difficulties are too ob-
vious, so let's think about something else.

With your experience, if a terrorist
group conducted a biological attack on
the US, can you see the US turning them
over to the international courts, or do
you think \\'e would he more parochial
and 0:\' them here? I'm thinking ol
sim ilari tics he/ween th is and hijacking.

I think we would try them here. at
least at this stage in the evolution of
international law. Regarding hijack-
ing, we would return them to the country 0 f
origin, not to an international court. \Ve
would do the same, I would assume, al-
though I'm not a lawyer, if weer imina Iized
in this area. Because you're making it an
international crimc docsn 't automatically
mean it has to go to an international court.

It'e 't'e talked about civil liberties a
few rimes. Wliat about the issues that
arise {/ the military does have to take
some course of action domestically?
How would the US civilian popula-
tion deal with that? How would the
government deal with the possibility
ofthe violation of some civil liberties?

The military acting domestically does
not necessarily mean the violation of civil
liberties. I think we should take a look at
the posse comitatus" and take a look at
the military playing more ofa role in care-
fully defined areas, in offering technical
support, in helping maintain public order in
a catastrophe, ifnecessary.

* Latin: "force of the county," referring to an armed group given police authority. The POSS\!

Comitatus Act forbids using the Army or Air Force as domestic police.

Anthony Lake is Distinguished Professor ill the Practice of Diplomacy at tlu:
Edmund A. Walsh Schoo/ ofForeign Service at Georgetown University and Chairman
ofIntellibridge, an information services company. I le served during 1993- / 997 LIS

Assistant to the President [or National Security A/filirs. From f<)8 I - I 992, Mr. Lake
was Five College Professor ofLnternational Relations at Amherst and Mount
Holyoke colleges. /IE' also served as a Senior Foreign Policy Advisor to the Clinton.
Gore campaign ill 199/-1992.



Interview with Colonel Fenton "Dutch"
Thomas, Military Support Liaison

Officer, and Marc Wolfson, Public Affairs
Officer, Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA)

Could you give us sonic hack-
ground Oil the relationship between
FEMA and the Department at D('-
[ensc (DoD)?

Fenton Thomas: FEMA is the lead
federal agency for natural disaster re-
sponse. In the Federal Response Plan
we find the 12 emergency support func-
tions. Each of these support functions
has a lead federal agency. This agency,
000, is a supporting agency for all 12
Emergency Support Functions and all
27 federal signatories to the Federal
Response Plan. We arc the biggest of
the agencies and the most expensive.
We arc probably the most capable, with
a broader range of capabilities, skills,
equipment, manpower, and deliberate
planning. My role here is to be the 000
point of'contact for FEMA.l have Master
Sergeant Marshall who is the assistant
military liaison. There is also a National
Guard Liaison Officer. The three of us
represent the four hundred-pound go-
rilla that supports the Federal Response
Plan.

ll ow docs preparing for a
biotcrrorist attack differ ./i'OIl1 pre-
paring for a natural disaster:

Marc Wolfson: The Federal Re-
sponse Plan gives us the framework
within which we are going to operate.
Th~t i_sl~o~_g~ingto_cha~ge, ?U_t~ome()_f

the assets and resources that we are
going to be call ing upon through that
channel are going to be di ffercnt. And in
fact, the DoD has some sped fie re-
sources that we would have to call upon
in a [bioterrorist] incident like this to
deal with the consequences.

FT: From my point of view as an
individual, this is not DoD policy, the
hardest of the terrorist options to define
and respond to is bioterroism. Who is to
say the West Nile virus in New York
was not a test run to see if the virus
could be spread effectively, or to test
the response of the medical system of
New York City and the federal level
agencies? (By the way let's talk federal,
state, local, as the national response
entity. I'm trying to refine mysclf'and not
say this is the national level when in fact
all levels of government make up the
national response.) I personally think it
was a natural outbreak. We have been
able to inoculate, immunize, and we
have actually managed tomitigate. When
was the last time you heard of an out-
break of smallpox? It has virtually been
eradicated from the planet. There was
one suspected case last year.

MW: Some ofthe earliest incidences
ofbioterrorism were in the Middle Ages
when the bodies of victims of the Plague
would be put in the catapults and flung
over the walls ofa city.

- _. - -. -- - ._ .... _-- --
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FT: Or they would pollute the wells
in the face of an advancing army. So
what I am trying to get to is that our
culture has become convinced and re-
assured that medical science in America
is capable of giving us a healthy Ii fc. I
grew up on a ranch in the Midwest
where anthrax and hoofand mouth dis-
ease (we didn't call it foot and mouth,
but hoofand mouth) and Black Plague
and other hazards to livestock were
something we had to deal with and
vaccinate against, and now we have a
healthy food source from cattle, sheep,
and pigs. The caution is not to look at
everything that appears to be a
bioterrorist attack as in fact bioterrorism
because we may be looking at a natural
outbreak; therein lies the conundrum.

llave you come up with any sort o}'
criteria to determine what is a natu-
ral outbreak and what might be
something more sinister?

FT: Metropolitan Council of Go v-
crnrnents has an initiative to develop a
bioterrorism plan that links the military
hospitals with an interactive database.
Patient symptoms are entered into the
database and there is a statistical means
of determining an anomaly. The runny
noses and upper respiratory infections
could be an indicator. I am allergic right
now because it is pollen season, and iff
were go to a physician over at the clinic
in the Pentagon, he would enter my
symptoms in the database to see if there
was a spike. That is a tripwire. They arc
trying to bring that system into the) 9
hospitals that make up the Metropolitan
Hospital Association. Then eventually
that would develop into a national sys-
tem. And that brings together Presidential
Decision Directive Number63 dealing
with cyberterrorism. Ifyou really want
to fool Americans, then the
cyberterrorist takes out the tripwire at
the same time they deploy the
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biopathogen; they've now exacerbated
the mass casualty scenario.

Thereareall kindsofscenarios; it is
hard to pin it down. The last time we had
an epidemic other than AIDS or STDs
was in )918 with the flu epidemic. That
was the last time I know that there was
an identi fied epidemic where massive
numbers of people died. That was actu-
ally dealt with by self-quarantine; people
went home and stayed home unti I the
epidemic ran its course.

The other thing we have to watch out
for is targeting the medical structure of
the nation. We don't have a whole lot of
doctors, emergency room nurses, tech-
nicians, and laboratories for the
mass-casualty scenario. It scares me
sometimes, in the line ofwork I am in.
Because of this kind of awareness, we
think through these things. We under-
stand the infrastructure that makes our
quality oflife what it is. [The infrastruc-
ture 1 is not all that robust when you have
a mass-casualty, major disaster at a
catastrophic level. The saving grace, in
my opinion, is the durability of the Ameri-
can people. I think we are a lot tougher
and more robust and more capable of
coping than some of our erst-while foes
think we are.

In what sense?

FT: I was in a meeting about eight or
nine months ago where a very high level
individual was speculating about how
the DoD might cope with panic in the
streets if there was a detonation of a
weapon of mass destruction. Being the
soft voiced, retiring person that [ am, I
challenged him to cite an example of the
Western world in the modern era when
there has been panic in the streets of any
Western city. I don't recall that indi-
vidual has spoken to me since. There
was the Blitz in July, August, and Sep-
tcmber of 1940 in the portion of England
that could be reached by the Luftwaffe,
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but particularly London after Hitler
changed the focus of the target list from
the Royal Air force to the city. The
London fire brigade worked itselfinto
exhaustion and wore out its equipment.
A large number of residents of London
moved into the Tube; some thousands
never came out until virtually the end of
the war, but there was no panic in the
streets. You could say the same thing
about Berlin, Hamburg, Koln, and
Dresden. They endured without panic.

MW: Even during the Gulf War,
when they issued gas masks to the
lsraelics, you didn't have people scream-
ing in the streets.

FT: That's true. They said okay and
took their gas masks. They learned how
to put them on themselves and their
children. They coped. The Northridge
earthquake, the Murrah Building, and
Loma Prieta earthquake are recent
events here in the United States. You
have the televised images from the 19th
of April when the second device was
announced in the building and people
ran down the street, but within minutes
the people of Oklahoma City were back
dealing with the wounded, the injured,
the traumatized. I don't think Ameri-
cans will panic in the streets. There may
be a momentary nash, but they won't
run around in circles and scream and
shout. I don't think there will be panic in
the streets because that is not our na-
ture.

There is the possibility of large
media outlets sensationalizing the
idea of a biological attack and per-
haps creating a panic or paranoia in
American society. In the planning/or
a biological attack. what do you see
as the possibilities with the media
and how can you control/or that?
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F'T: Do you know of James Lee
Witt? Have you ever seen him on tele-
vision'? One of the most reassuring faces
to the victims of disaster during the time
he was director here was when he was
sitting in this chair with those big red
letters [FEMA] over his shoulder. In a
very calm and reasoned voice, he spoke
to the nation about what the federal
Emergency Management Agency is do-
ing to cope with the trauma at that
moment. He presented a very c lear and
reassuring message. Sensationalist press
will always be sensationalist press by
First Amendment right. But out of the
major exercise that took place in May
came adecision about the Public Affairs
Directorate in FEMA; they would have
"the story." They would tell the story
from the consequence management side
of the Nunn-Lugar-Dorninici legislation
in one clear and well-reasoned voice to
create balance to the sensationalist
press. (And here I am diverging from
the policy that was establ ished to what
I think is going to happcn.)

The majority of Americans want
facts. They can watch Bart Simpson in
the sensationalist press anytime they
want to. But when they are afraid or
want reassurance or need the informa-
tion about their family, loved ones, and
their property, they want the voice of
authority not dictating, but informing
with clearly stated facts.

MW: One of the other things that
came out of the exercise is a decision
that on medical issues the chief spokes-
person for the federal government will
be the Surgeon General. Again, some-
one like Director Witt, someone who is
the medical authority is the person who
is going to be speaking to the publ ic
about what we know and what we are
doing about it from a medical stand-
point.
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I low do FE.MA and the FB! work
together 011 these issues? How do you
balance wliat the FBf needs to do ill
terms offinding the perpetrators, and
what FEJdA needs to do in terms o]
disaster relictand consequence man-
agentcnt ?

FT: When there is a designated na-
tional security event we create a liaison.
\\' c have a FEMA representative in the
Strategic Information Operations Cen-
ter in the Hoover Sui Iding and then: is a
FBI representative here as part of the
Emergency Support Team of FEMA.
That would work during a designated
terrorist act. The FBI and the Depart-
ment of Justice have their role, which is
law enforcement. They're even in miti-
gation through their intelligence role.
Based on the Federal Response Plan,
which is an all hazards response plan,
whatever caused the trauma or the mass-
casualty incident, the Federal Response
Plan can handle it. and that is in close
coordination with the FBI or other law
enforcement agencies. The biggest dif-
ference is by Presidential direction, the
FBI handles a biotcrrorist-typc event as
a federal crime. The FBI is going to be
operating as a federal agency relatively
unilaterally. The local and state law en-
forccmcnt agencies assist. FEMA docs
not rcl inquish its relationship with the
governors of the states, the Incident
Command Centers, or the Incident
Commander in the local response
agency, be it the local fire chief, police
chief, or the municipal emergency com-
mander. They arc the ultimate requestor
that gets what FEMA can bring to the
fray.

We interviewed Tony Lake, the
former National Security Ad visor,
who suggested {III overarching coor-
dinating entity (perhaps ill the White
/ louse) that does not have a vested
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interest like FEldA or the FBI. Do
you think that is lIeCeSS{II~I'?

FT: I don't think it is necessary. Tell
me that we won the war on drugs by
having a drug czar. Tell me what that
fixes. You have two cabinet level offi-
cials, one is the Attorney General of the
United States, and the other is the Di-
rector of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, working together
in the event of a terrorist act of cata-
strophic dimensions, and the President,
who has the responsibility of COIll-

mandcr-in-Chicf and the head of the
State, will be running things. So as policy
oversight as to who should be running
things, it should rest with the Vice Presi-
dent, This Vice President, particularly
because of his background in the Con-
gress and as a Cabinet official, knows
the issues. Throwing 19 million dollars
into a new White House level or execu-
tive branch office as Ms. Ti Ill' Fowler
(R-FL) (for whom I have a great deal of
admiration and respect) has suggested
r is unnecessary]. House Resolution42 I0
is a great attempt to bring together some
cohesion out of this whole mess that
was stirred up out ofNunn-Lugar and
Nunn-Lugar-Domcnici. Congress was
right in what they were trying to do
when they passed that legislation. The
response has not exactly been what
they had anticipated, in my opinion.

I don't think a new office is neces-
sary when you have competent people
in the existing agencies. Usc the existing
structures, without adding something
new requiring additional funding, to re-
source the existing agencies, to expand
their staffs, or their capabilities. That
would be more efficient. More is not
always better; lise what works instead.

Another area we arc interested in
is the civilian-milit arv il1[(,I:/(I('('. Do
\'OU foresee anv problems l\ ith the
niilitarv getting involved ill a crisis
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Oil C'.)' soil, (Ill." possibilitv o]' viola-
tion otcivi / /ibcrtics or posse comitatus)

CT: Under the existing guidelines. as
arc practiced every time the President
signs a disaster dec lararion. the Depart-
ment of Defense engages, Posse
comitatus was passed back in I ~7~ in
the aftermath of the Civil War because
the federal troops still occupying the
eleven states of the Confederacy were
abusing ci vi I rights. There is no need to
suspend posse comitatus if there is a
biological event. The :\ational Guard, a
forward-deployed first military re-
sponder on state active duty under the
authority of the governor, is exempt
from posse comitatus, However, as a
matter of policy, they do not effect
arrest. They support the duly commis-
sioned sworn law enforcement officers
present. A platoon of ;\ational Guard
Military Policemen can be put on the
street and they. in fact, have powers of
arrest in most of the sovereign states.
However, they will wait for that deputy
sheriffdown at the end ofthe block to
make the arrest. They might detain
someone, they might escort someone to
support law enforcement, or, as they do
here in the District [of Col om hi a I, they
might support by pulling in some of the
clerical occupational specialties to do
desk work, but they do not go out and
effect arrest. Not only that, in the intel-
ligence arena it is prohibited for the
military to gather, maintain, or disscmi-
nate intelligence on US citizens, and that
is ironclad. We've been able, as the
Coast Guard has, to accomplish the
mission without ever having extraordi-
nary powers. The Founding Fathers got
it right when they wrote the Constitu-
tion. There arc people like me and Marc,
who arc dead-set against extraordinary
powers going to the military in order to
accornpl ish the domestic support mis-
sion.
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Mw: One of the keys that the Colo-
nel mentioned earlier is that we are there
to support the Governor and support
state and local authority. So ifthe order
to quarantine an area comes down, then
it is the local civilian authority that is
going to make that decision. They may
need assistance. but it won't be a mili-
tary operation.

FT: A challenge for you. Go back to
Georgetown to the Jaw school and have
them point out to you in federal law, in
federal code, where the US government
has the statutory right to declare martial
law. I would be interested to knO\v; I
have not been able to find it. I don't
think it exists. I hear about twice a year
in conversations, "There will be a dec-
laration of martial law ." The answer is
no. Name one other time in US history
when martial law has been declared.

So tire Governors wil! uiaintuin
control throughout the process?

FT: The Governors have the control
and bear the responsibility to the citi-
lens ofthat state.

Is this COli fro/ and rcsponsibilitv
for both the clean-up after all CI'{,lIt

and helping the victims as wei/ as
finding the perpetrators /

MW: :\0, that is where the diver-
gence is. finding [the perpetrators 1 is a
federal law enforcement matter.

l l ow likely do ,rOll think a biologi-
cal event is?

MW: That is for the intelligence ana-
lysts at the FBI and the CIA, who arc
tracking these groups on a regular ba-
sis, to determine. There arc groups out
there who potentially have the means to
do this, but right now there is no immi-
nent threat. We are not at a threat level
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where we are anticipating an imminent
attack.

FT: It is a sliding scale. The better
prepared we are, the Icss likely it is that
a terrorist group or person wi 11 carry an
attack off effectively because they can-
not obtain their goal. The answer to
your question is really, how prepared
arc wc to cope? That is one of the key
questions. You will hear people say it is
inevitable, that it is just a matterofwhcn
and where. I'm not so sure.

Do you think that having a good
response plan could act as a sort of"
deterrent to terrorist groups, know-
ing that this plan is in place, thinking
that their attack might not have milch
impact:

FT: There is no magic about the
Federal Response Plan. It came out in
April 1992 and was first tested when
Hurricane Andrew did urban renewal in
Dade County, Florida, and then Ornar
did Guam, and Iniki did Kauai.It was a
really good test, and the lessons learned
out of those events arc still valid today.
Every time we do a Hurricane Floyd
type of an event, the procedures that
arc embodied in the Federal Response
Plan are rcfincdjust that much more. In
this new area ofbioterrorism, the way
we can deter is to show that this plan
applies and that the National Disaster
Medical System (NDMS) applies, The
more robust and prepared the first
responders arc, the better our advanced
life support ambulances are, and the
better the police arc at idcntifying thc
symptoms, the Icss likely we arc as the
military support to [confuse things and]
contribute more casualties to the event.
Then what is the value [of the attack to
the terrorist]? Iftherc is no value then
there is no value in committing the act.
That is deterrence.
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Does FEMA share ideas for prepa-
ration with other countries and work
with officialsfrom countries [0 avoid
an event like this from happening'!

MW: First ofall, you have to under-
stand that FEMA docs not have an
international charter; the agency in its
mission was created specifically to deal
with disasters, preparation, ctc., within
the United States and the US territories.
Now, that said, we have had numerous
meetings and visitors from other coun-
tries that have seen what the agency has
done over the years in disaster response.
They've come to pick our brains on
how we do what we do here in the
United States and to try to learn from
that.

FT: One of the most frequent re-
quests thc military support office here at
FEMA gets is to address the visitors
from other nations; the Japanese were
in here Friday as a follow-on to the
Kobo-Osaka event. This agency is the
standard that developing nations look
to in order to know how to deal with a
disaster. When Venezuela had the land-
slides, they came here to learn about
FEMA. There is a whole book of memo-
randa of understanding between FEMA
and other nations that Dr. Claire Blong
and his staff put together. Wc do not
respond for other nations, but they come
here to learn our methodology, to learn
how we do it. The military influence is
important because in so many other
nations, as in Argentina, for example,
they task their Ministry of Defense, to
be the responding agency, i.e., FEMA.
That is the antithesis of how we do it
here. The military is not the lead agency
for anything. Sut they want to hear how
we do it. So I stand in front ofthcm with
my 24 briefing slides and explain how
we do it.
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MW: One of the things that really has
changed that is the Internet. Everyone
of the federal agencies including FEMA
has a website that cal) be accessed 24
hours a day from anywhere in the world.
\Ve track the statistics on what kind of
hits we get, and about 10 percent of our
hits arc coming from other countries.
People interested in seeing it can down-
load the Federal Response Plan and
study it. Then they want to come here to
discuss it in person. It really has changed
how we do business in our ability to
communicate allover the world.

FT: FEMA is there to serve as a
standard. I'm very proud of my assign-
ment here; I'm very proud of this agency.
It docs some tremendously good work.
It represents the national system. But
[the national system 1 encompasses not
only this agency, but also the relation-
ships with other agencies that are
signatories of the Federal Response
Plan; and that is a nuance that is hard to
catch.

MW: The key is FEMA docs not
have all the resources, the people, the
skills, or equipment to deal with a disas-
ter like biotcrrorism, but we provide the
framework. \Ve arc a management
agency; we can manage and coordi-
nate. We then turn to Defense or Health
and II uman Services to get what is
needed at the state level to help them
deal with the disaster.

FT: There is a thing called the Re-
quest for Federal Assistance. It is one
of the most powerful documents in di-
saster response that you can imagine. It
carries money with it. But it also tasks
the agency receiving the request for
assistance to go forth and do.

Do you think the current level and
allocation offunding is sufficient?
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FT: A misperccption is that FEMA is
sitting upon a kettle of gold coins, and it
is a matter of putting in your request,
your grant proposal, to get some of that
pot of gold. FEMA's money comes
when the President declares a major
disaster, and that opens the Disaster
Rei icf Fund. And even then it is tightly
controlled; it does not flow freely or
openly. As far as that 19 million that I
was talking about from House Resolu-
tion 4210, and the current House
Resolution 525 on spending, that money
is not allocated. It would be about the
right amount to better staff this agency
and to do the exercises and studies
necessary to cope with lbioterrorism l.
It doesn't take a great landslide of
money; it takes proper investing. There
is the use for more money but it wouldn't
take a lot.

MW: [ agree. FEMA's role is to
support the states and local officials in
the management arena down to the first
responders level in their planning and
their training to prepare for whatever
disaster they might face. There have
been a number of different initiatives in
this area that would provide training
assistance to states and locals; we've
had programs in Justice and Defense,
so [training to state and locals] needs to
be a little more tightly focused. We need
to make sure there is no redundancy
there and that we are delivering the best
quality product.

Ifthere is one request you could
put forward to the new administra-
tion as to what needs to be done first
to improve our preparedness ill the
area ofbioterrorism, H:/Wt would that
he'!

FT: Put Mr. Joe Allbaugh in as Di-
rector of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. And he is.
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MW: That was a great first step for
all ofus---the fact that Mr. Allbaugh has
a very close working relationship with
the President. The fact that the two are
very comfortable with each other is
very, very important to all of us because
in a time of crisis when the President
needs to turn to somebody to lead this
charge for him, it needs to be someone
that he trusts. And Mr. Allbaugh is that
person. All ofus can help make Dircc-
tor Allbaugh smart on the issues and
provide him background, but we could
never replace the relationship he has
with the President.

FT: Or have that level of trust. A lot
of times we miss that. We put cathode
ray tubes between reality, the Internet,
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and us. I like the relationship [DoD 1
established with Public Affairs. We trust
each other. And that didn't come by
accident, that came by trial, by test. The
confidence factor goes up, a proven
commodity. The Hurricane Liaison
Team is on a first name basis with the
staffin the Hurricane Forecast Center.
There is trust. No matter how big the
agency, no matter how much money,
when it cernes down to it, it comes
down to people, and that is the basis of
my answer. Ifyou don't han? trust and
confidence, then a guy like me can't get
on that phone and move millions of
dollars worth of equipment with the
paperwork to follow. It is easy to un-
derstand bureaucracy when you look at
the people who man it.

Colonel "f)II[c!J" 1110IIIClShas served ill the US Armyfo: over 32 rears. Hi: is
a Field Artillery Ollicer currently assigned as Military Supporr Liaison Officer to tlu:
Federal Enter ...sselJcy Management Agencv. Colonel 7/W/lI(lS served as a member of
the Department ofDefense Weapons or Mass Destruction Tiger Team. Colonel
Thomas graduated FOIll Tarkio College with a BA in social science and is the
recipient of a MS ill community development FUIIl the University of Missouri.

Marc W(}/j~'OIl is the Public Affairs Officer (PAD) at the Federal Emcrgcncv
Management Agcllcy. serving as one ofthe PAOs cleared to work with the domestic
emergency support teamfor incidents involving weapons ofmass destruction. Prior
to joining FEMA. iVv(f.\·ollserved for 22 years ill the US Coast Guard before retiring
from active duty as a commander. IVo/j.'·vlI holds a BS in oceanography from the!
University ofMichigan, an MBA in human rc..'sources from National University. and
(In AlS ill mass communications FOIll San Diego State University.



Interview with Peter Lejeune,
Senior Associate,

Security Management International, Inc.
How serious do you think the threat

ofa biological terrorist attack is! Do
you/eel the threat is morefrom domes-
tic groups orforeign groups?

Ibelieve the threat is low in possibility,
but extremely high in effect. The prepara-
tion to respond to such a threat takes a long
time-the development of technology , the
development of the concept of opera-
tions-·--so it is prudent that we start now.
Do I believe it to be imminent'! 0:0, but
then again. no one thought the bombing of
the Murrah Building was imminent.

One di ffercncc between the domestic
threat and the foreign threat is the form of
the attack. For example, the attack of the
Bhagwan Shrcc Rajnecsh in Oregon was
a pretty basic attack. sprinkling salmonella
on salad bars. That type ofattack domes-
ticully could be possible for some form of
revenge, or, as they were trying to do, alter
the outcome ofa local election. An attack
of the sort that you see exercised affecting
100,000 or more people, such as infecting
them wi th Sill a IIpox, probabl y exceed do-
mestic groups' local capability. At this
point it is arguable whether there is the
international will. partly because the reper-
cussions would be extreme. But I would
hate to go on record as saying that it will
never happen and then see it happen. I
would say that it is possible, it is doable,
and the technology certainly exists. The
intent and the capability technically and
operationally, including fundingunddcliv-
cry mechanism, probably do not come
together in one place at this time. Luckily.

The US laws concerning biological
1V(!([jJOIIS and terrorist attack basicallv

have three purposes: inflict criminal
penalties, allow thefederal government
to seize biological agents or delivery
means, and install a regulatory regime
to control {he transfer of biological
agents and possible delivery means.
l Iow effective do you think these laws
arc at deterrence?

Those older laws are not effective
enough. You have to look to the new laws.
I honestly cannot tell you exactly where
they stand today; you would need to talk to
someone from the FBI to really get an up
to date understanding of the US laws and
how effective they arc. For example, it
was not a criminal act as ofa year ago to
manufacture and store Ricin, which is a
biological toxin agent. Manufacture was
okay. But if there was some apparent
intent to deliver ito-in other words, you
had sketched out a plan to attack some
individual orgroupwith it--then it became
a criminal act. There have been several
cases where groups or individuals have
possessed materials which could have been
used in attacks, but prosecutions are not
always easily obtained, which obviously
creates significant problems for law en-
forcement. But Icannot tell you what laws
arc available or needed today, or what
laws wi IIcreate the sensible criminal ization
of the various acts without infringing on
freedoms so that no one could get a f1ushot
without being accused of harboring toxins.

To broaden the scope and look at the
US versus international laws, how (f
[cctive do vou think the international. .
laws would be! Taking it one step
further. ifthere was uforcign attack Oil
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US soil, what do yo It think the probabil-
ity is that the US would turn someone
over to he prosecuted under interna-
tional law'!

You have to break that question down
into its components. There is the Chemical
Weapons Convention, the ewc; there is
also a biological convention that isnot fully
ratified. You've also got the Australia
Group, which monitors the acquisition or
equipment. The problem, particularly with
regard to biological weapons, is that dual
use capability makes it so di fficult to regu-
late. For example, the manufacture of
bacterial agents to use against gypsy moths
is legal; the whole process is legal. In fact
you could go to a garden supply store and
buy it. The same process could be used to
produce an agent harmful to humans, and
the production capabi Iity can be switched
from one "output" to another. So what you
are trying to focus on is intent and the quick
change-over capability. I think that the
FBI definition of a weapon of mass de-
struction, especially in the case of high
explosives, isquite broad. We really need
to think through the international laws and
treaties and figure out how to implement
controls thatwill have the effect you want
without impacting legitimate trade. This
area also includes export controls, and at
this time many of those controls are quite
robust, especially on the nuc lear side.

And that is one of the problems: how
do you stop the illegal activity without
interfering with scientists' research and
peaceful development'!

International cooperation is needed.
One of the big headaches is the detection
of the weapons. They do not have a
signature that you can pick up as you could
with many other types of weapons, and
that is where cooperation is necessary.
Cooperation among countries and among
shipping companies, airlines, etc.
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One area IVC want to talk about
more extensively is the stale versus
federal issue. YOli reviewed the Federal
Response Plan. What changes do you
think should he made'!

There have been changes made. The
Federal Response Plan is an all hazards
plan. There are terrorism annexes to it.
Response is divided into crisis and conse-
quence management. I think you are
talking more about the consequence man-
agement. You also have to divide between
the federal and national, which many people
take to be one and the same. Then there
are states, counties, and local municipali-
ties, and, depending upon the state, the
structure of government di ffers. There is
the National Guard, which is a state asset
but can be federalized, but that act changes
what they can do, and puts them under the
samepossecommilarus limitations as the
active military. And then you have two
classes of first responder: there is the
civilian first rcspondcr-v-fircrnan, police-
man, emergency room worker-and there
is the military first responder who might
very well be the guardsman- Weapons of
Mass Destruction Civil Support Teams
(WMD-CST). You've got,asyou lookat
the first responders, theirtraining require-
ments, planning requirements, the concept
of operations, their requirements forcquip-
merit, and requirements for sustainment
services. Some are acquiring equipment
without a plan, or without a concept of
operations. They buy the gadget, which
will end up sitting in an equipment locker
never being used because it is the wrong
piece of equipment.

But there are advancements in coordi-
nation, advancements in equipment, and
advancements in getting people ready.
These sorts of actions are a major step
forward forthe first responder confronted
with the requirement to respond to a home-
land security mission, but still unaware of
all the requirements of such a mission.
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Are the different agencies cooperat-
ing together? Are there open defined
lines of communication to facilitate
these agencies to work together?

A couple offacts: this is a rare example
in government where you have a national
set of programs that is driven solely by
appropriations. This is not a defined mis-
sion or set of missions. No one has
decided to what extent we should consider
agriculture a target, for example, and then
provided funding to respond to require-
ments developed based on the threat.
Instead there have been appropriations
that have sent millionsofdollars to a wide
variety of programs, departments, and
agencies as well as consortia, institutes,
and universities. There is no question that
there is a lot of pork in this money flow.
There are several consortia and "Cen-
ters." Individually, they arc all probably
very good, but there is no overarching
coordination. And because it is appro-
priations driven, a lot of the money is
misspent, duplicated, ordoesn 't go where
it is needed. \V ithout that management, it
is not focused.

YOli talked about responsibility and
who is in charge. Each of the agencies
involved. like the FBI or the Center for
Disease Control has a parochial inter-
est. Tony Lake has suggested to have
an organization outside all of that as
the coordinating organization. perhaps
an office created in the White House.
Who do you think should be ill charge:

Someone or something needs to be in
charge. You can start by working back-
wards, who it should not be. Itcannot be
the 000, because with that you get the
problem of posse commitatus. There
have been three reports that have come
out on this subject. The first was "To-
wards a National Strategy forCombating
Terrorism," by the Gilmore Commission;
the "Roadmap for National Security: Im-
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perativc for Change," by the Hart-
Rudmann Commission, and the third one
was "Defending America in the 21 S( Cen-
tury," by the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS). All the re-
ports said: right now it is a mess, there is no
strategy, and no one is in charge; and
someone should be in charge. Then you
get the differing opinions as to who that
should be.

Hart-Rudmann wanted to turn Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
intoa National Homeland Security Agency,
going so far as to putting the Coast Guard,
Customs, and Border Patrol under their
control. This would be an Executive Branch
agency. This suggestion probabl y caused
them to lose credibility, and this caused
some of the good points of the report to be
lost. Gilmore is the one that is most
accepted as being the right one, and that
proposes a National Office ForCombat-
ing Terrorism in the Executi ve Office of the
President. The CSIS report suggested a
National Emergency Planning Council in
the Office of the Vice President. 1\0\".

again, whether it should be at the White
House or the Vice President's office orthe
National Security Agency(NSA) isdiffi-
cult to say, and there are persuasive
arguments for all.

Mr. Lake is undoubtedly right that you
have the parochial tensions between the
001and FEMA. 000, it is clear, is always
in support. One thing is clear, the current
method is not working. I don't know
where it should be. A lot depends on the
person they are going to choose as to
whether or not it is going to be successful.
There was an attempt by Representative
Tilly Fowler (R-FL) to create a czar for
terrorism, similarto the drug czar, but that
proposal was killed. She wanted to mirror
the counter drug program.

Is the money being appropriated/or
this problem sufficient?
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Probably, if you get rid of the waste,
but that is a very difficult question to an-
swer because a program hasn't been
designed yet that really addresses the prob-
lem. You're asking me, is the money
sufficient for what is being done currently,
which is support of con fusion, and confu-
sion is very expensive. Money to do it
right? Possibly there is enough. But there
are no clear budgets proposals. There is
no clear set of requirements. Unfortu-
nately, the first responders arc poor at
developing their requirements, for they
lack the information. They may disagree
with this statement, but it is true because no
one has worked out a concept of opera-
tions, and without that it is difficult to know
how to prepare. Another thing that is not
there is qual ity control, no "consumer re-
port" which carries authority. When
someone comes in with a wonderful gad-
get, how do they know it docs what it
says? But even if it works in tests, that
doesn't always mean it will work in a real
world situation, and the real world require-
ments of the first responders in an urban
environment are not yet fully understood.
Everyone is tryi ng to improve the situation,
to make the preparation and response
better, but the lack of direction makes the
task di fficult.

As all overall wrap-up, what direc-
tion do you think we need to go in order
to improve our readiness and response
capabilities? What would you do to
improve the situation?

\V iscr men than I have tried to answer
this question, and the Gilmore, CSIS, and
Hart-Rudmann reports all address these
questions; and the answers should not be
oversimplified. When taken in total, the
reports probably exceed 1,000 pages,
and within those pages are many good
ideas. The General Accounting Office
(GAO) and other auditors have also writ-
ten excellent reports. [ suggest any serious
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attempt to reorganize has to look at all of
these reports.

I can, however. highlight a few con-
cerns, which I think are important. The
threat must be properly quantified. Be-
cause we arc vulnerable, it docs not mean
that there is a credible threat. This work
must be done, and it must incorporate the
entire community from those involved with
foreign intelligence, includcdcfcnscat horne
and abroad, and then take the work to the
local level where the infrastructure is truly
understood. When the threat is under-
stood, defenses can be built.

Donot ignore current capabilities. We
arc lucky to have many capable agencies
and certainly thousands of capable men
and women dedicated to defending the
country. During the Cold War we built a
response to nuc lear attack, involving many
lcvcls ofplanning and response, not least
being the National Guard and local rc-
spenders. We can do it again with some
thinking and rc-cnginccring; do not ignore
the "memory" we ha vc bu iIt in those scr-
vices. The National Guard is a great asset
in thcarcaof'Chcmical, Biological, Radio-
logical, and Nuclear (CBRl\) defense,
and their capabilities go far beyond the
WMD-CST teams.

People need to understand the strengths
and limitations of the military. The DoD
provides a finite capability; the same unit
cannot be overseas fighting a war and at
homcrcspondingtocmcrgcncics. The limi-
tations ofposst' commitatus arc real, and
support means support. This can all be
sorted out through increased understand-
ing and worthwhile exercises.

We, as a nation, have some of the
greatest scicnti fie and technical capabil i-
tics. There are over 100 government labs,
and many, especially those within Defense
and Energy, arc working this problem, but
they need guidance and coordination. The
requirement must drive the science, not
vice versa.

We need doctrine, we need good op-
erational plans. we need leadership.
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In cone lusion, we need action, not talk.
This may seem an odd thing to say in an
interview, but I think we need to have less
talk about the "worst case scenarios" lest

we develop a self-fulfilling prophesy. \Ve
need to think the problem through, set
goals and requirements, develop a budget,
fund the programs, and then move ahead.

Peter I-('I('//Ilc is a Senior Associate at Securitv Management International,
Inc .. (/11 Adjunct Fellow [or CO/IIIIL'!' terrorism matters at tlu: Potomac Institute [or
Policy Studies, as I\'C// as a lecturer on terrorism and COIIS('(jUL'IICC management a/
the Federal Eniergcncv Management Agellcy (F/:',MA), Mr. 1.('jc/lIIC is a member o]
a number oj' advisorv groups and panels working with the Department oj' /)(/(:11.\'(',

the Department o! 1:'11 ('/'gy, National Guard, and the dclcns« industry UII the threat
to tlu: nation ofth« terrorist usc o] Weapons ofMass Destruction. lie has supported
the c/L'I'C/OpIIICIII and execution (1 lI'argwl/cs and exercises [or a variety ofterrorist

sccna rios.



Interview with Joshua Lederberg,
Professor Emeritus,

Rockefeller University
What do YOIi think of the recently

published articles in various journals
directed to the new administration,
highlighting issues such as biologi-
cal terrorism as an issue that needs to
be addressed?

They want to make sure the new ad-
ministration is as well prepared as the
previous administration. President Clinton
took very personal, very well-informed
interest in these matters. He put out at least
two presidential decision directives. Ifthe
new administration is as attentive to these
matters as Mr. Clinton was, we'll be on
track.

Do you have any sense of where
this administration stands on the is-
sue of biological weapons?

Not yet. There's no reason to doubt it,
but they have a lot of other things on their
minds. Iwould say the reconstruction of
the National Security Council that
Condoleeza Rice has been establishing
makes it less likely that they will be the
centerpoint, but on the other hand, other
agencies are carrying the ball, such as
Force Command, within the Department
of Defense (000) structure. A lot of things
have changed. Whether they will be ad-
equate structures, Idon't know. They will
probably be different from what we have.

In your book you mention a 1998
speech by President Clinton that out-

-. -_- - --- --- -- - - -_. -

lines his directives. Hail' well do you
think those directives have been car-
ried out? Howfar along do you think
we are in committing to them?

It's still pretty much in disorder. We
don't know what the national struc-
tures are going to be. It's a very
difficult problem because it does in-
volve at minimum law enforcement.
which would be Department of Justice,
FBI, and crisis anticipation, especially deal-
ingwith bioterrorism.

I think it's something that will still have
to be worked out over the next months.
There are a lot of issues, including the role
of Force Com. I talked to the Secretary of
Defense [Rumsfcld] brief1yabout it.and he
docs understand the responsibility of DoD
even forcivil preparedness, but his whole
structure still has to be appointed. We
don't have the assistant secretaries in
place yet who will actually be involved.
So all that has to be redone.

There is an issue offocusing both
Oil preparedness and response. Which
do you think the new administration
should j()CIIS Oil more closely:

There are definitional issues. There's
not much we really know about preven-
tion. On the bioterrorism side, what the
FBI docs with its penetration of groups is
important. That still needs to be balanced
againstcivillibertiesissucs.lftheycould
tap every telephone in the country at liberty
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and had the resources to record it they
would probably be ahead a notch or two.
But they would be so drowned in data.
they couldn't possibly analyze it. But
people sometimes talk in that vein.

There are a lot of aborted efforts at
terrorist attack they have managed to
[infiltrate]. We've had these border
crossings, both in Maine and Seattle.
It's incredible that they were able to
catch those folks. You would have
thought they just gut the tip of the
iceberg, but it really appears they got
the principal culprits on those occa-
sions. If they can keep up that good a
record, that's important prevention.
Hut still. no nne believes that can work
in every case.

We need to recognize the fact that
there will be attacks ofvaryim; degrees
of sophistication. mostly pretty crude,
mostly not likely to be the top of the
mark in terms of skill and finesse and
technical insight, but even by acci-
dent. they could go a lot further than
one might expect. Aum Shirinkyo made
a real bungle, but it's hardly a guaran-
tee that malevolent efforts are bound
to fail.

I think we need a balanced program.
We need to assess what the opportu-
nities arc for intervention. Some things
arc just so obvious. Being prepared to
cope with a release of anthrax is pretty
high on the list. It's almost equivalent
to temptation. not to be prepared for
those kinds of events. After that it gets
very di fficult. because there is a much
wider range of agents than \\'C could
possibly have vaccines for. But they
are abo much more difficult to procure
and to handle. At this stage in the
development of these capabilities, I
don't think we're going to leapfrog to
the second or third generation without
seeing some of the more primitive cf-
forts in the first instance. So that's
what I would focus on. since that's
what we arc able to do. But we still don't

I., I

have a well-structured program, say of
antibiotic stockpile. We still have a very
messy situation about what kinds of an-
thrax vaccines can be redeveloped. It
[anthrax vaccine] is really a very old entity
that has the advantage oflong experience
with it. We have every reason to believe
it's perfectly safe. It's very clumsy to use:
it takes at least three shots. It takes several
weeks to get full immunity. We certainly
ought to be able todo better than that with
the new generation. But it will probably
cost. by the time we're done. a couple
hundred mi Ilion dollars before we can be at
the far side ofit. That's assuming no major
gl itches are in our way.

Because biological agents //(I\'C

dual usage, how much involvement
do )'01/ think the government should
have ill the R&D process? l lov. much
should the government work and be
involved ill coming up with these I'ac-
cines :)

If the government doesn't do it.
nobody will. This is not dual usc.
There is no civilian market for anthrax
vaccines. There is no civilian market
for plague vaccine. There's very lim-
ited interest in the encephalitic viruses.
It does happen, but these arc all quite
rare diseases under normal circum-
stances, so making appropriate
preparations for them is really only in
the context of civil preparedness
against biological attack. That's a
government responsibility. Some of it
is done within government labs. But in
the past years they've been decimated:
they're not what they used to be. They
need to be re-funded adequately to do
their job.

Wc have heard elsewhere that there
is adequate funding. hUI that (he lack
of coordination has led to chaos and
ill c/ficiclI t use ottlie availablefundinv
Do vou agree?
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It's so hard to put your finger 011 it.
Unt il that money is actually in the
pipeline, you can't say there is enough.
There arc high expectations. Probably
a fair amount of it is going to things that
aren't too worthwhile. There's an
enormous amount of money going into
bioscnsors, which will still take two or
three years before it crystallizes into an
explicit program. There doesn't begin
to be enough to cover the vaccine
development. There's enough for the
beginning of antibiotic stockpiling, but
not for a full-blown program. Even the
planning for this is in a pretty primitive
stage.

What is the possibility [or FDA
involvement? Could the FD.·1 have
sonic sort offast-track approval for
the vaccines?

L' ndcr currcnt FDA doctrine. you have
a catch-22 that nothing. no new vaccine,
could be approved unless it had demon-
strated clinical efficacy in the context where
it would be applied. In other words, you
would have to have experiments that would
show that it would dcfcnd acivilian popu-
lation against an aerosol attack by
biotcrrorists. That's not an experiment we
have any way of doing. But their hands are
tied in tcrmsofcxistingrcgulations. They 'vc
been through a process that is final Iy reach-
ing some culmination. They've had
hearings, they've had request for com-
ment, and they've had draft proposals that
would alter that doctrine. For this spcci fie
case, though, wc'rctalking aboutmarcrial
for public health emergency that could be
validated ifthey go through all the safety
precautions that arc required o I'any other
vaccine. They need to demonstrate the
vaccine to be efficacious in treating the
disease under experimental conditions in
animals. Using experimental subjects, it
needs to be shown to raise antibodies in
humans. So we'd no longer be required to

do the impossible, which would be to
expose 100 human volunteers to anthrax
to sec whether the vaccination protected
them against inhalation anthrax. l.vcn that
wouldn 't be a precise alignment in aclinical
situation. So it's taking a very, very long
time. but It seems to be coming to some
fruition, at least where that would be per-
missible.

\'0 one has argued there should be any
other safety standards: ilwcrc going to
give something out even in a dire cmcr-
gcncy.you 'dwant to do everything possible
to ensure you weren't doing all)' harm and
certainly not more harm than good. But it's
been a serious di lemma how to encourage
vaccine approval. So proxies for efficacy
arc a necessary step. That's as fast-track
as we need.

Once a vaccine is approved. would
the government he able to C()II/II/(l//-

deer labs to prot/lice them, (IS the
government C(l1I commandeer ships ill

the Merchant Marine ill terms of war?
Can you see this as (I possibilitv, with
possib!v (Ill agreement the govern-
mcnt will make with pharmaceutical
companies to usc their laboratories
to produce these vaccines after a bio-
logical attack?

The trouble is, it takes too long to
reconvert [the labs]. If you're talking
about the anthrax vaccine, you could
never usc [the lab J for anything else
again once you had anthrax in the
facility. The FDA would never ap-
prove [it], no matter how you scrubbed
it, for any other application. So it
would be irrevocable. A better track is
a government-owned pharma, corporate-
operated facility. That's been going around
for years, but there's been a lot of res is-
tance to it. The same clements in the
pharmaceutical industry that have them-
selves declined to participate when they've
been asked to make bids in the production
ofvaccines have also been part of the foot-
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dragging process in enabling alternative
routes. Some smaller companies have
been interested in bidding, but nonc ofthe
big ones even responded to requests for
bids.

Is tliat hC('(lIiSC ofthe lack ofprofit
ince nt ivc?

There's not enough r incentive].
Working with the govcrnrncut in-
\ olvcs horrendous complications and
they do very well, thank you, with their
own private efforts. So We have much
smaller and much less experienced firms
beginning to make bids, There is a
procurement that's been out for small-
pox vaccine, for example, which used
to be produced tor five cents a dose,
but under ancient standards, Under
contemporary standards, it's going to
be S50 or S I00 a dose, That's what
they've been coming in with, and
there's been no alternative to it. I don't
know if there's any way around that.
There's so little experience in this mili-
tary civi lian interface in the health-related
area, Parties are suspicious of one an-
other, Mostly they don't understand one
another, which inflates the costs enor-
mously. But it is starting to happen, so it's
not a hopeless situation.

III terms oj response. \1'(' 'n' talked
about the medical ('llccts ()j a biologi-
ca l att ack, hill wh a t about the
psvchol ogical cl/"ectS:)

\V c had a con terence on that six or
eight months ago with a lot of wise words
on the need for preparedness and how to
deal with the social impact of attack. I
think the short answer is exercise, exer-
cise, exercise. l Iavc di ftCrent branches of
go\ernment able to cooperate. The place
\\'here coordinationll1ay be most critical is
in the information activities. If] different
branches ofgo\'ernment] start giving dis-
cordant information ordon't respond to

what CNN will be putting out by way of
provocation, I think they will only fan the
flames of panic and disorder. So crcdibi I-
ity, rei iabi Iity, promptness, and consistency
are the main words there, but you're never
going to achieve that without exercising
who's going to undertake which rcsponsi-
bi Iitics under these circumstances. There
needs to be prior information to the public
health authoritics of'di ffcrcnt cities.

In New York City, there's been an
exemplar. Jerry Hauer was the director of
emergency management in 0:e\\' York Ci ty
for many years. Mayor Giuliani provided
a lot of support to try and provide this
framework. [Hauer] conducted a lot of
tabletop exercises, bringing in every branch
of government that would be relevant to it.
They had bulletins prepared beforehand
on various kinds ofugcnts; they had di ffcr-
cnt clements ofgovernment prepared to
deal with them. \V c had a commissioner of
health who was apprised to it. We had the
police department and fire department,
both of which played important roles as
first responders. [Hauer J had a pretty
smoothly working team, but it would take
hal fa dozen exercises before he could get
there. Those are the main messages that
come out of it. Having people stampeding,
trying to get out of the isle of Manhattan
after an attack could totally disrupt the
public health services they were trying to
offer at the same time. The amount of
panic could exceed what the direct injury
would be. That is very important.

There is another issue: prevention
versus paranoia. 1/ I\,C gct so worked
IIjJ about the possibility o] all attack,

could a hoax wreak ([S much havoc as
([II actual attack?

I think we have to worry a lot about the
mass media: they tend to glamorize these
issLles, in can usc a kind word. They may
also help make it seem more attractivc to
would-he perpetrators. [certainly don't
\\ant to be part of that process. And some
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degree of temperance on the part of the
media is a very important part ofprcvcn-
tion. Other people say ifyou don't raise
the issue, you'll never get any political
response, but I've tried to be low-key in
how I present it.

The US has an official policy ofnot
granting concessions to terrorists. Do
YOll think the possibility that a
bioterrorist attack. which could ('11-

danger hundreds ofthousands oflives,
could ...-arrant a possible change ill
US policy'!

I'm not sure I'm the one to comment
on that. A biological attack is much
more likely to be one intended to kill the
state or to kill as many people as pos-
sible out of some clement of revenge
than it is out of compel lance. In some
respects, there is very low predictabil-
ity; a biological threat can be quite
open-ended with what the actual con-
sequences arc. It's not what you're
looking for if you want a lever to pry
loose some clement of policy.

So you think the perpetrators of a
biological attack just want to do the
act rather than force some sort of policy
change'!

That's where terrorism has
changed. Terrorism has mostly fo-
cused on theater, on demonstrations,
and maybe taking hostages. So those
are, historically, negotiation scenarios.
I don't know where to begin on how I
would model negotiations for some-
thing as large but unpredictable an
outcome as a biological attack. I think
people making a biological attack may
be trying to ki IIand show what they can do,
out of revenge or their crazy motives, for
example the attacks on the Oklahoma City
federal building and the World Trade tow-
ers. Those are not negotiating stances.
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Related to this is the question 0/
deterrence. We have an international
convention, the Biological Weapons
Convention, that has not received
universal support. There has been a
proposal to make creation or posses-
sio n 0/ bi ol ogic al we ap o ns all
international crime. Do vou think
that would provide enough q/ a deter-
rent ?

It might add to it. I don't think it will
solve the problem, but [ think it is an
clement of it, and it's an clement of
seriousness of purpose, giving some
handle f'or enforcement. If circum-
stances come up where there arc potential
culprits, we'd have something very defi-
nite, some legal process by which to
apprehend them and pursue them. As it is
now, [think, de facto, the US has claimed
ex traterritorial ity on certain categories of
terrorist actions and is likely to do that in
the event of a biological threat as well. But
we don't have that around the rest of the
world, so we don't really have a forum in
which to insist on the enforceability ofthe
13WConvention, even against individuals.
That's Matt Mesclson 's proposal; itwould
be implemented by having the force oflaw
within individual states.

Under those circumstances, Idon't see
any reason why the US should not be a
party to it. I'm not certain whether we 're
ready to have an international court; we
don't know what its standards would be or
how to avoid its being used for political
demonstrations. We've had US presi-
dents put up on war crimes trials of one
sort or another. An international court
could be dragged into that kind of theater.
I think that may be one of the reasons tor
reluctance for subscription to it. But I
distinguish that from what Dr. Mesclson's
proposal is; it seems a completely sound
one. It doesn't solve the problem, but [
think consolidating some issues of resolve
that we rcall y do take 13W tcrrori sm seri-
ously.
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Regarding international coopera-
tion, YOli had stated to the UI\,
Conunittce Oil Disarmament that ill-
tcrnational cooperation is one area
that is lacking in dealing with biological
\I 'capons, Is that still the case?

Look at enforcement with regard to
Iraq, That coalition is falling apart at
the UN Security Council level and there
arc also many countries that prefer
enhancing their trade with Iraq and
getting Iraqi oil over enforcing the
Convention. So we're in trouble, We
were part of that trouble some years
ago; we were looking the other way
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when Iraq was using chemical weapons
against Iran and Ithink we set the scene for
many later troubles by taking such a cyni-
cal view at that time.

Ifyou could suggest one thing 10 the
government thai it shouldfocus on, or
one thing that needs improving, wliat
would that he!

Coordination of the di ffcrcnt response
agencies, At this point, structure is all-
important. There are lots of resources
available or could be made available if [the
government] could develop some con-
certed cooperative effort, but it is so
fragmented,

111 1958, Joshua I.cdcrbcrg \I'as awarded the Nobe! Prize [or his discoveries
concerning genetic: recombination and the organization ofthe genetic material of'
bacteria. Shortlv afterward he joined the IICW Department of Genetics at Stanford
Univcrsitv 's Schoo! ofMedicine. In 1978, he u'as appointed President ofRockefeller
l 'nivcrsitv, fie became a Professor Emeritus in 19YO, He is a member ofthe National
Academy ofSciences and continues 10 research, lecture, and serve Oil a number of
advisory panels.
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An Application of Refugee Law to
Child Soldiers

\\'I\[)Y PIRI\ll.'TTIR

Univcrsitv ur Clticogo

An est imatcd 300,000 chi ldrcn have been conscripted to serve as soldiers in
armed conflict around the world. a trend that has grown alarmingly in recent years.
This special category of chi ldrcn faces persecution within the armed forces as well
as from members of their home and neighboring communities, making it di fficult
to return to normal life post-war. Efforts have been made to rehabilitate and
reintegrate child soldiers into society, but t<:\\ inroads have been made in asylum
law to address the needs of child soldiers who cannot be reintegrated into their
nation's communities. This study provides an analysis of legal barriers former
child soldiers face in seeking asylum and refugee status. The author reflects upon
international and domestic laws that have affected the transition of this unique
population. whi lc highlighting critical areas for further research within this domain.

Approx imatcly 20 mi IIion chi ldrcn arc
members of refugee and internally dis-
placed populations.' Manyofthcscchildrcn
seek refugee status with family members,
but there is an increasing number who arc
unaccompanied by family. Often these
children have a well-founded fear ofper-
sccution because ofthcirstatus as children.
For over a decade. one class of perse-
cuted children has received increasing
attention worldwide. These children arc
known as "child soldiers." It is di lficult for
any study to document statistical evidence
because most armies and militia do not
admit to their use ofchild soldiers: how-
ever, several reports estimate that between
250.000 to 300,000 children serve as
child soldiers worldwide.'

The United Nations Studyon the Im-
pact ofArmcd Conflict on Children, known
as the Machcl report. describes the use of
child soldiers as a problem created by
adults.' The report includes a series 01'24
case studies on child soldiers and covers
conflicts over the past 30 years. It details
how chi ldrcn arc deliberately brutalized
and given drugs to harden and numb them
into becoming more ruthless soldiers.'

The Machcl report focuses on proce-
dures to rchabi Iitatc and reintegrate children
into their own communities perhaps be-
cause many of these children do not have
the resources to escape and seek refugee
status in another country. The report
emphasizes that children should be pro-
vided with psycho-social support,
education, vocational training. and peace
education. However. it docs not discuss
how refugee law should apply to child
soldiers. :'\or is there another treatise or
bodvoflaw thatdcfincs how nations should
respond to the brutal acts by child soldiers
when these children seek refugee status.
lmmigrationjudgcs need guidelines to ad-
dress the unique circumstances in cases of
former child soldiers.

This paper addresses many issues in
the application ofrefugee law to former
chi ld soldiers who co 111111 iucd brutal acts
while engaged in war. The first section.
Requirements [or R(:iil,!!,ccStatus, ad-
dresses international and domestic legal
requirements for refugee status, as applied
to child soldiers. The second section,
Denial ofRcfugc« Status, similarly ad-
dresses international and domestic law tor
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individuals who are excluded from refugee
status. This section cites the findings of
studies regarding child development in or-
dcr to apply refugee exclusions to former
child soldiers. The final section, State
Decisions, addresses domestic policies
regarding the treatment of former chi Id
soldiers in several countries. These poli-
cies indicate how each ofthese countries
would likely respond to an application for
refugee status by a child who committed
acts of brutal ity whi lc in combat.

RH.)l!IRL\lF:\TS FOI{ RHUilF STAn:s
The 1951 United Nations Convcution

on the Status of Refugees established in-
ternational refugee requirements. The 1951
Convention states, "For the purposes of
the present Convention, the term "refu-
gee" shall apply to any person who ... [a]s
a result ofevents occurring before 1 Jan
1951 and owing to well-founded fear of
being persecuted for rcasons ofracc, reli-
gion, nationality, membershipofa particular
social group or political opinion, is outside
the country of his nationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection ofthat countryof
his former habitual residence as a result of
such events, is unable or, owing to such
fear, is unwilling to return to it. "5

The 1951 Convention requires that
persons be outside the country of origin, to
quali fy as a refugee." However, the 1967
Protocol, which reiterates the requirements
of the 1951 Convention, applies without
any geographic limitation.' Requirements
of the 1951 Convention and the 1967
Protocol continue to be followed by most
nations.

Chi ldrcn arc cl igiblc for the same pro-
tection under international refugee law as
adults." The child must establish that he
meets the definition of refugee as codified
by the country in which he seeks asylum.
For example, a child seeking political asy-
lum in the United States must prove he is
unable or unwilling to return to his country
of origin or last habitual residence because
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of persecution or a well-founded fear of
persecution on account ofrace. religion,
nationality, membership in a particular so-
cial group, or political opinion.')

Requirement ofPersecution or JVe//-
Founded Fear ofPersecution

Persecution is not defined in the 1951
Convention, nor is it defined by any other
international instrument.'? Although States
arc given wide discretion in interpreting
this term, the 1951 Convention clearly
intends for"fearofperseclltion" and "lack
of protection" to be interrelated concepts.
Those who claim they arc persecuted must
prove that their native country's govern-
ment has not and wi IInot provide protection
from the persecution. Furthermore, the
asylum seekers must establish the threat of
deprivation ofli fc or physical freedom. I I

Child soldiers arc both unprotected by
their country and often have a substantial
threat of deprivation of li fc or physical
freedom. First, child soldiers arc frc-
qucntly abductcd and forcibly entered into
warfare. Ifthey manage to escape, they
arc likely to be killed, either by the militia
from which they escaped or by the oppo-
sition that suffered losses at the hands of
child soldiers. Frequently, child soldiers
murdcr mcmbcrs ofthcir own villages and
thci r lives arc endangered if they return
home. Even if they travel to a different
village or manage to avoid recruitment, the
suspicion that they have been involved
makes them targets of attack. Ie As a
result, many child soldiers have a well-
founded fcar of'pcrsccution.

Although most child soldierscan prove
well-founded fear, they must show they
expect to experience persecution on ac-
count of race, religion, nationality.
membership in aparticularsocial group, or
political opinion ill order to meet the 1951
Convention requirements for refugee sta-
tus.

Persecution Oil Account ofMember-
ship ill a Particular Social Croup
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Child soldiers would most likely prove
c lai ms 0 Ipcrsccution on account of'mcm-
bcrship in a particular social group. Refugee
law mandates that members of'a particular
social group share a common, immutable
characteristic. The characteristic is immu-
table either because members of the group
cannot change it orshould not be required
to change it because it is fundamental to
their sense of being. I.' Application of this
definition is illustrated in a female genital
mutilation (FGM) case, /11 rc Fauziva
Kasinga. The Kusinga court narrowly
defined the relevant social group to be
"young womcn ofthc T chamba-Kunsuntu
Tribe who have not had FGM, as prac-
ticed by that tribe, and who oppose the
practice."!' This definition includes gcn-
dcrt women), a general age group (young),
a particular tribe. a physical characteristic
(not had FGTvl). and a pol itical view (op-
pose FGM). The specificity of this
definition indicates that asirnilarly narrow
definition would be used for child soldiers.
The relevant social group could be defined
as, children under age 18 who have
performed the duties of soldiers and
who oppose performing such duties.
This definition lacks the element ofa par-
ticular nationality or geographic area
present in the Kasinga definition.

A distinction based on nationality or
geographic location would be appropriate
ifchild soldiers from different areas had
unique characteristics relevant to their
claims of persecution. Imm igration offi-
cials may choose to c lassi fy child soldiers
from Sierra Leone in social groups distinct
from child soldiers from Sri Lanka. For
example, itchildren from Sierra Leone
were forced to take drugs to propel them
into combat, and children from other areas
were not given drugs, thcclaimsofchildrcn
from Sierra Leone would have an clement
unique to their social group. However,
multiple studies and reports show that
child soldiers throughout the world share
fundamental characteristics relevant to their
application for refugee status. These char-
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actcristics are essential to the claims of
children that they were compelled to corn-
mit acts ofcombat and had a well-founded
Icar ofpcrsccution if they refused to follow
orders or escaped.

The changing nature ofwarfarc has led
to increasing simi laritics across countries in
the usc ofchild soldiers. According to
recent studies by Amnesty Intcmational, at
least 250,000 boys and girls underage I~,
some as young as five years old. currently
serve in armed con fliers in over 30 coun-
tries worldwide. Save the Chi ldrcn
provides estimates on the numbcr of'child
soldiers in di ffcrcnt warring nations for
19l)~ (Table 1). i~

Child soldiers are gcncrallycnrollcd in
governmental armed forces and opposi-
tion groups through abduction, coercion,
or manipulation." Military groups usc
chi Id soldiers because they arc considered
both useful and easily expendable in war.
Both state and non-state forces use chil-
dren because they arc less demanding and
easier to manipulate than adult soldiers. A
child's size makes him vulnerable to being
used to clear unexplored areas covered by
landrnincs. His fearlessness makes him a
prime target for coercion into ambush
attacks and suicide bombings."

Children have been used throughout
history in warfare for the reasons listed
above, but in recent years the use of
children as soldiers has dramatically in-
creased. Amy Beth Abbott describes this
phenomenon saying, "Protecting children
from grave human rights abuses has been
ex trcmcly di flicult since the end ofthe Co ld
War because the nature of the world's
conflicts has become increasingly internal-
ized and localized, grounded in nationalist,
ethnic and religious dissention." She ex-
plains that the changing nature of these
con fl icts has fostered a hatred for all mcm-
bcrsofthcopposition, including children,"
This argument is an eloquent description of
the shifting political landscape in the past
decade; however it docs not explain the
increasing usc of child soldiers. Until
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Table I: Child Soldiers in S e le c ted :'iations in 1998

Country Number of Soldiers 15 or Younger Youngest Age
Found

:\ ngo la 7,000 S

B u r m a 50,000 -
B urund i 10,000 S

(' 1111l1l1b ia 9,000 S

Cungll 6,000 -

Peru 2, 10O ()

R \\ a ud a 2U,OOU -

Sierra LCllnc :) .OUU ()

Sudan 2 S,OOO -

Tur k e y :1 ,OU() ]\.'/!\

l :ga nd a S,OOO 5

recent history, wars typically involved com-
bat that used tanks, guns, grenades, and
other weapons that required close prox-
imity to the enemy. Although vi llagcs were
burned and ci vi Iians were directly affected,
children were protected and kept away
lrom the battlefield. The increasing local-
ization ofcon fliers grounded innationalistic
or ethnic dissention does not explain why
children are increasingly used as soldiers.
Abbott's second argument is more com-
pelling. She claims that wars no longer
occur on well-defined battlefields. They
occur in populated areas where militia can
grab children off the street and where
children witness the arrest. abuse, and
torturc ofrclativcs and neighbors. Abbott
concludes that the increasing number of
civil wars and deliberate attacks against
civilians in the IlJlJOshave resulted in the
heightened recruitment of children into mili-
tary and opposition armed forces. I')

Perhaps the greatest change is seen in
technological developments. Automatic
weapons and lightweight arms have in-
creased the ability of child soldiers to
aggressively wage war. Modern wcap-
ensure inexpensive, lightweight.and simple

for childrcn as voung as lOto usc. Their
proliferation has increased the propensity
of militia to conscript children. as guns
have become light enough to easily strip
and reassemble. Assault ri ill'S such as the
AK-47 are widely available and afford-
able for even the poorest communities.
Furthermore, militia groups lind that after
arming children with these weapons and
providing them with alcohol and drugs.
they can then exploit chi ldrcn 's fearless-
ness and recklessness and transform these
youths into executioners. Military leaders
routinely promote drug abuse to induce
youths to fight and desensitize them to the
savagery ofwar.:"

Ernst Vanboi was 10 years old when
Revolutionary United Front(RUF) rebels
in Sierra Leone abducted him from his
home. II is story is seemingly too common
among child soldiers. RU F rebels burned
his house to the ground, used razors to
carvcR UF" into his chest, and forced him
tojoin them on raids. Vanboi was given an
AK-47 rifle, which he first used against his
own village and family. Later, he fought
with the RUF in other parts of the country.
Rebel leaders gave Vanboi cocaine, am-



phctarnincs. and other drugs. The carvi ng
in his chest ensured he could not run m....ay
without the like] ihood of being ki Iled by
government troops. Ill' fought with RUF
rebels tor three years. unti l the group was
demobilized in December I 0t)0 as part of
a fragile peace accord ending Sierra
Leone's civ: Iwar. V anboi ' s thousands of
peers. forced 10 become child soldiers.
emerged with Iasling psychological scars.
('learly these youths should be considered
111l:mbel'S ora particu lar social group. c;

Social workers describe hov, the use
of amphetamines and cocaine \\as a regu-
larp.utofvmilitarytraining." Human Rights
\\'alcl1 found that armed chi ld combatants
actively participated in killings and massa-
cres, frequently underthe intlucnccotdrugs.
Otten the children have scars on their
temples where cocaine and gunpowder
were inserted in cuts and then covered
with plaster or adhesive tape. as proofof
their abuse.2c These youths shared trau-
matic experiences; they were abducted
and forced to fight because their youth
pro\'ided militia with qualitiesot'fearless-
ness and malleabi Iity. Ch i ld soldiers arc
members ofa particular social group be-
cause their age. defenselessness, as \VeIl as
their membership in a society in ci\il stri fe,
made them targets for both state and non-
state groups to forcibly recruit thelll to
tight. This isan unfortunate change from
times \\'here warring groups vie\\ed chil-
dren as more vulnerable than adults and
therefore in greater need ofprotection.'·;

As lksnibed abU\e. the char~lL'teris-
ticsofchild soldiers cut across geographic
boundaries. An immigration board may
choose. hO\\e\'CL to follow the Kasillga
court's detinition ofa social group and
require that the group share a particular
nat ional ity or geograph ic locat ion.

h'I'\(,CII/iuli Ull ..1cC()IIIl/ (~/J>()lilical
()/JlIl iOIl

Adults. rather than children. usually
claim persecution by militaryorganizalions
in \\hich theypal1icipaled. Althollghl'OU!1s
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have not made entirely consistent deci-
sions regarding persecution requirements
in these cases, they frequently rule against
the refugee appl icant. Refugee status has
been consistently denied in cases of per-
sons seek ing 10 escape the government' s
militia. The Unitct] :\ations ~I igh Commix-
sio» for Refugees (L;~HCR) Handbook
states that although draft evasion should
not provide a basis for refugee status.
stat us is granted where the al icn ' s deser-
tion or failure to serve "is concomitant with
other relevant motives" for leaving the
country. or where he wou ld su tTer"dispro-
portionatcly severe" punishment on
account of his race. rcl igion, nationality.
membership in a particular social group, or
pol itical opinion." Furthermore. in.\1 ..'I,
r. I.:VS .. the court added three additional
legal rcqui rcmcnts for asylum status when
the uppl icant sought to avoid mi Iitary scr-
vice. ThecoUl1 held that both international
law and the Boardoflmmigration Appeals
mandate such applicants sho\\: I) a for-
mal, oflicial policy of the go\'crnl1lent that
promotes human rights violations; 2) con-
demnation of military actions by
international bodics ofgm'Cl'nment; and.3)
probability offorced engagement in inhu-
Illan conduct as pal1 of his mi litary ser\'ice.
LJnsurprisingly. this court refused the
petitioner's appl ication bccause the appl i-
cant could not meet these additional
rcqui rements.-"

Courts arc oftcn less demanding of
refugee applicants seeking to escape per-
secution by guerilla groups. Frequently,
the bcts of these cases arc \'i rtually iden-
tical to the bets orcases where applicants
seek to a\'oid conscription into the go\'ern-
menlmil itary. \' et.legal arguments di ftCr
because gueri lla groups arc rarely recog-
ni/ed as legitimate powers by foreign
nations. In7.a(,(/I'ias I'. u..)·./lIlllligl'([/ioll
alld NU/[{I'([/i::([riul/ ,,)'ef'l'ice, the court
held that since non-gO\'crIllllental groups
lack Icgitimateauthoritytoeonscript indi-
viduals into theirarmics. theirconscription
is cqu i\'alent to kidnapping. Th is cOl1scri p-
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tion constitutes persecution on account of
political opinion. However, the Supreme
Court overruled this decision and denied
Zacarias refugee status. The Supreme Court
held that a guerrilla organization 's attcmpt
to conscript a person into the militarydocs
not constitute persecution on account of
political opinion." In a similar case, the
Board of Immigration Appeals held in
Malter ofMaldonado-Cruz that a Salva-
doran man who escaped from a gucri Ila
organization was not entitled to refugee
status. That court held that being forcibly
kept in a guerilla organization was not
persecution on account ofa political opin-
ion. ~7 However, the Ninth Circuit ruled a
year later (prior to Zacarias) that a neutral
Salvadoran's fear of the guerrillas, with
whom he had been forcibly associated,
constituted a well-founded fcar ofpcrsc-
cution based on political opinion."

Therefore, although the recent Supreme
Court decision in Zacarias ruled that es-
cape of guerilla conscription is not
persecution on account of political opin-
ion, there is signi ficant history ofrul ings in
which conscription by guerilla troops qual i-
ficd as potential persecution. Ifcourts arc
sympathetic to the claims of adults cscap-
ingguerilla warfare, they will arguably be
inclined to grant refugee status to children
escaping these same organizations.

It is unlikely a child soldier will be
granted refugee status on account ofpoliti-
cal opinion, particularly ifthe applicant is
escaping a government army rather than a
guerilla group. Child soldiers arc more
likely to prevail on claims of persecution on
account of membership in a social class.
However, even if the applicant satisfies
these initial requirements for refugee sta-
tus, he may still be denied refugee status
because he qualifies as a member of an
excluded class.

DE:\IAL OF RI:FLCif:E STATes

As stated by Guy S. Goodwin-Gill,
"Most recent international instruments not
only define refugees, but also provide for
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the circumstances in which refugee status
shall terminate or in which the benefits of
status shall be denied or withdrawn.":"
Even before the I YSI Convention was
drafted to define requirements of refugee
status, the International Refugee Organi-
zation (IRO) Constitution was adopted in
IY46. The IROConstitutionexcluded many
war criminals from refugee status. Ju

The International Refugee Organiza-
tion Constitution

This Constitution excluded "ordinary
criminals who arc extraditable by treaty"
as well as "war criminals, quislings. and
traitors" and a variety of'othcr rundescrv-
ing groups" from receiving refugee status."
The Constitution also excludes "those who
had assisted the enemy in pcrsccutingcivil-
ian populations ... and those who had
participated in any organization having the
purpose of overthrowing by force the gov-
ernment of a UN Member State, or who
had participated in any terrorist organiza-
tion.':" Manychild soldiers mayqualify as
war criminals and most are accused of
persecuting civilian populations. Yet many
would argue that these exclusions in refu-
gee law were not intended to appl y to ch ild
soldiers. To interpret the intent of refugee
laws to exclude war criminals and serious
non-political criminals, scholars and legal
experts look to the language of the Rcfu-
gee Convention 's Article IF(a)alld (b)."

Crimes Against Peace. War Crimes,
and Crimes Against Humanity

The severity of crimes mentioned in
Article I F(a) arc reinforced when States
refuse to weigh the severity of potential
persecution against the gravity ofthc crime
against peace, the war crime, or the crime
against humanity. In accordance with this
view, the person seeking refugee status
cannot be granted such status. For ex-
ample, in Gonzalez v. Minister of
Employment and Immigration, the court
also held that the first instance tribunal
could apply the exclusion clause without
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making any explicit finding as to whether
the claim to refugee status was well-
founded."

Crimes Against Peace

The Charter ofthe International \,-1ili-
tary Tribunal (lMT) was established to
prosecute major war criminals of World
\\' ar II. The IMT Charter defines crimes
against peace as, "namely, planning. prepa-
ration, initiation or waging of a war of
aggression, ora war in violation ofintcrna-
tional treaties, agreements or assurances.
or participation in a common plan or con-
spiracy for the accomplishment ofany of
the foregoing; [then defines WarCrimes 1.")
Not all wars arc considered crimes against
peace; only "wars of aggression" arc in-
cluded. Defensive mil itary campaigns and
wars in response to aggression arc not
considered crimes against peace. ,(l

Those accused of crimes against peace
were almost exclusively leading members
of the governments and High Commands
of the Axis States and those convicted on
such charges were principally the "policy-
makers," according to 1. Browlic. In
International Law and the Use ofForce
by States, Browlic further notes that nei-
ther the soldiers nor civilians supporting
the war were intended to be punished
undcr thcsc provisions.': Therefore. one
must cone lude that crimes against peace
were not intended to apply to any child
soldiers.

War Crimes

The IMT Charter characterized war
crimes as "violations of the laws or cus-
toms of'war.' It continued to say that the
violations include, but arc not limited to: I)
murder. ill-treatment, or deportation of
civilians; 2) murderer ill-treatment ofpris-
oncrs of war; 3) killing of hostages; 4)
plunder of public or private property; 5)
wanton destruction of cities. towns, or
villages; or6) devastation notjusti ficd by
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military necessity. Thus, war crimes arc
always unacceptable during times of war,
whether the war is aggressive or dcfcn-
sivc."

War crimes arc breaches of interna-
tional humanitarian law. Therefore. Article
IFta) must be interpreted in the context of
recent international instruments. The rna-
jor trcatiscs that inform and strengthen the
IMT Charter are the four Geneva Con-
ventions of 1949 and the 1977 Additional
Protocols.")

In the 1992 case Ramirez v. Minster
of Etnplovtnent and Immigration, the
court proposed a three-part test for com-
plicity. First. the party must be a member
of an organization that committed intcrna-
tional offenses as a continuous and regular
part of its operation. Second, the party
must have personal and knowing partici-
pation. Third, the party must have fai led to
disassociate from the organization at the
earliest safest opportunity. In Ramirez;
although the applicant had not personally
tortured anyone, his application for refu-
gee status was denied because he was a
participating and knowing member."

The wanton, brutal ki llings and maim-
ing by child soldiers appear to fit this
category of "war crimes." However, there
are several strong arguments against per-
mittingachild who wouldothcrwiscquali fy
lor refugee status to be excluded because
of prior acts as a child soldier.

First, the 1949 Geneva Convention
specifically requires individual responsibil-
ity for one's acts. A soldier may claim that
he was "just following orders" as a de-
tense; a chi ld soldier using this defense has
a more valid claim than an adult because a
child has a different sense of individual
responsibility. Society gencrallydcmands
different responsibi litics of children than
adults." Furthermore, even for adults, the
Statutes of Tribunals on Yugoslavia and
Rwanda state that although a subordinate
will not be relieved of his responsibility in
the war crime, superior orders may be
considered in mitigation of'punishrncnt."



Although this law speaks to criminal pun-
ishment. and not adetcrminauon otrcfugcc
status. it shows that intcmational law ree-
ognizes that war criminals arc less culpable
when superiors bcar parual responsibility.

In dctcrmin ing whether a child soldier
bears individual responsibility, one may
look to whether the child had a moral
choice. Advocates of children question
whether these child soldiers developed
into autonomous moral actors before the
conflict. Experts in child development
advocate that children should be held re-
sponsible when the majority of chi ldrcn
would think the action wrong. However,
\\hendetenniningappropriatepunishment,
one IIIListtake into account the fact that the
particular chi ld 's moral development was
disturbed in some way and that children
respond differently to trauma, Experts
should also study the effects of drugs,
psychological trauma, and physical abuse
when they dctcrmi nc whether the chi ldrcn
arc able to distinguish right from wrong."
A further argument against a chi ld soldier
being responsible for his wartime acts
involves the natural reaction ofa child to
the order of an adult. Many children,
particularly in war-torn societies, arc
trained to obey their elders. Soldiers arc
also trained to obey orders, but even
soldiers arc not expected to comply with
fundamentally unlawful orders. This dis-
tinction between soldiers and children
should be considered in determining a
child soldier's moral autonomy and ability
for independent thought. This defense
against individual responsibility is most
suitable for young children whose peers
have not yet attained a stage of in de pen-
de nee from theireldcrs ..J.J

Crimes Against Humanity

Goodwin-CJi II dellnes crimes against
humanity as those akin to \\arcrimes but
on a larger scale. I' The HvlT Charter
defines crimes against humanity as either
"murder, extermination, enslavement, de-

portation and other inhumane acts COI11-

III ittcd against any civi Iian populat ion." or
persecutions "in connection with any crimes
within the jurisdiction ofthe 1:\ urcmbcrg]
Tribunal.":" 1fcrimcs against humanity ap-
plied tO~1smaller group, the term would be
indistinguishable from war crimes. Child
soldiers have destroyed entire villages;
however, they generally commitsinglc ram-
pages at a time. They do not aim to
exterminate an entire population but typi-
cally follow the mi litia leaders command,
order by order. Therefore, it appears that
ifchild soldiers lit any of the categories
within the Exclusion Clause Article lFta).
they would be accused of'commiuing war
crimes. Child soldiers may also be ac-
cused of serious non-pol iticu! crimes under
the Exclusion Clause Article IF(b).

Scrions Non-Politica! Crimc;

Article IF(b) ofthe 1051 Convention
on the Status ofRefugees states it "shall not
apply to any person witl: respect to whom
there arc serious reasons for considcri ng
that he has committed a serious non-politi-
cal crime outside the country of refuge
prior to his admission to that country as a
refugee." The language in the Refugee Act
of 1080 reinforces this provision. Further-
more, the l_j)\.'1 ICR Handbook explains
that excluding offenders of serious non-
political crimes is intended to protect the
receiving country from a serious criminal."
Offenders of political crimes arc not ex-
cluded.

Legal Distinction Between Political
and Nan-Political Crimes

Political criminalsarc not cxc luded 11'0111

refugee status undcrthe IRO COf1\'entlon,
There is a presumption in the lRO Consti-
tution against classi tying murder, robbery,
or other"comlllonlaw eri mes" as pol itical.
('ourts have consistently nded that planned
homicides orranJoll1 killingsofci\il ians or
State ofticials bll outside the protection of
the political offense. In recent history,
courtsofthe United Kingdom held that the
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offenses should have been committed as
part ofa political dispute orcontlict. The
United States and other countries follow
this approach, Intent to promote political
goals must also be taken into account
although it is not sufficient to qualityan act
as political."

Political crimes arc distinguished from
non-political crimes in Maldonado-C 'ru:
\', lnnnigrcnion and Naturalizution Sa-
vices. In this ll)~l) ruling. the court held
that the definition ora political crime in-
cludes all actions committed during an
uprising or any act ofwar, which arc in
furtherance of the party' s mil itary objcc-
tivcs.:" Goodwin-Gil I turthcr ciarifics this
distinction, stating that the naturcund pur-
pose of the offense should be examined,
First, the immigrationjudgc should deter-
mine whether the offense was intended to
modify the political organization or the
structure of the State. The judge should
then determine whether there is a direct
causa Iii n k bet ween the cri me comrn itted
and the crime 's political purpose. Finally.
if the act is a political crime, the political
principle should outweigh thccommon la\\
character or the offense. However.
Goodwin-Gill notes that this !llay not be
the case ifthc criminal act isgrosslydispro-
portionatc to the objective, or i Ithc act is
o l'an atrocious or barbarous nature. < I

Application ojLcgal Distinction
bctwec» Poluicat and Non-Pottucal
Crimes 10 Child Soldicrs

The first prong ofGoodwin-C ;ill 's test
is to determine whether an offense was
intended to modit), a political organization
orState structun:. A youngchild docs not
fully understand the implications of his
actions, let alone understand the larger
politicalmoti\csofwarringgroups. h'l'n
if a child understands thl' political
motives of militia leaders, it is highly
unlikely he knOWingly acts to furthertheir
political goals. Furthermore, the majority
of child soldiers do not volunteer to light.
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Both opposition groups and national
armed forces usc threats or actual physi-
cal force to recruit children.They arc
physically removed from buses, cars.
market places, churches. and even refugee
camps. Guerilla forces often subject re-
cruits to brutality, sexual abuse, and
psychological manipulation in order to
sever the chi ldrcn' s tics from thcircommu-
nitics. Militia leaders often execute
individuals who arc suspected of rebelling
or attempting to escape, l.vcn ita child
successfully escapes. guerilla groups deem
him a deserter who w: II be executed on the
spot iflatcr found." The unfortunate real it)
is that children \\'age war and commit
brutal acts ofmurder because they have no
other choice,

Even when children voluntarily join
military ranks, they do not join to help
achieve the warring group's pol itical ide-
als. Rather, they join because the culture
ofviolence in a war-torn community, the
need for security or food, or a desire to
avenge the deaths of family members
prompts en Iistrncnt. Many of these chi 1-
drcn have not known life without the
ravaging effects of war and arc unaware of
altcrnati vcs to Ii tc f lied with warfare. 5'

Goodwin-Gi II's second criterion ap-
plies to thosccircumstanccs in which politics
compel child soldiers to commit crimes.
This second criterion, a direct causal Iink
between the crime committed and the
crime's political purpose, is applicable in
the two 1'01lowing examples:

In (Juatemala, an indi\'idual is called
anti-democratic, and therefore a rebel
communist gueri Ila. ifhe docs not \'01 Llll1ar-
i1yjoin theddensepatro!s.~'l This pressure
causes minors to elll ist, despite the state' s
I<,I\"S that the military may not take inHllull-
taryrecruits.

In the (_'on go, children were pressured
to Join the military to flmherpolitical goals
espoused by President Laurent Kabila. In
199~, the President responded to an at-
tack against the ('ongoIcse gmernment by
broadcasting radio messages to urge chil-
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dren between the agcsofrwclvc and twenty
to cnl ist in the armed forces."

These examples indicate that children
arc often compelled by politics to volun-
tarily enlist in the military. However, a
closer look reveals that children do not act
because they want to further a political
cause. Rather they react to a coercive
political environment. As Abbott stated,
"One needs to look critically at whether
the child did indeed have freedom of choice
in his or her decision to volunteer; in any
war-torn nation, a child's motivation to
become a soldier lies in the roots of the
conflict that have comcto define the child's
life. Children, at a young age lack the
capacity to determine their best interests.
to independently form opinions or to ana-
lyze competing ideologies. i\ culture of
violence defines these children's child-
hood experiences and the militarization of
their culture incites voluntaryparticipation.
Existing laws/ail to address these un-
derlying issues and as a result, thevfai!
to eliminate the recruitment 0(' child
soldiers. Therefore, even if the interna-
tional community establishes an effective
banon forced recruitment, it alone will not
suffice.'?"

Abbott's prediction has proven true.
The Convention ofthc Right of the Child,
an embodiment ofintcmationallaw, set the
minimum age for recruitment and partici-
pation in any armed conflict at 15 years of
age. Recently, it accepted an Optional
Protocol to raise the minimum age ofrc-
cruitrncnt to 18 years of age for those
countries that ratify the Protocol. 5~ I10w-
ever, children as young as five, six, and
seven continue to serve in armies across
thc world."

In response to Goodwin-G. II's second
inquiry, ajudgewould probably conclude
there is notadirectcausallink between the
crime committed and the crime's political
purpose. Although some child soldiers act
to satisfy their superiors' political goals,
the causal link between these goals and
child soldier's crimes is indirect at best.
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The brutal nature of these violent cri mcs is
grossly disproportionate to any political
objective as per Goodwin-Gill 's third cri-
terion. Within the context of the three
standards to determine a political crime,
the criminal activities of child soldiers arc
most appropriately characterized as non-
political.

Determining ifa Crime is a "Serio 1/.') "

Non-Political Crime

The U\:HCR Handbook provides
guidelines for determining how toclassi fy
theapplicant'spriorcriminal act. The I land-
book saysthatall relevant factors, including
mitigating circumstances, arc taken into
account. lividcncc of'a criminal record is
one factor that would be taken into ac-
count, even ifthc appl icant completed his
sentence, was granted a pardon, or ben-
efited from an amnesty. In cases of a
pardon or amnesty, the cxc lusion clause is
presumed to be no longer applicable. un-
less it is shown that the applicant's criminal
characterstill predominates.") This cxpla-
nation in the Handbook could be interpreted
as establishing guidelines to discern the
appl icant' s character overtime.

Some would argue that once the child
is exposed to the psychological trauma of
being both a war victim (to military lead-
ers) and a warvictimizer(to civilians and
opposing troops), the child is likely to
exhibit characteristics ofa serious criminal.
Learned behaviors, such as uscofviolcnce
as a \vay to achieve one's goals, will
persist. Therefore, even if a child soldier
were to receive pardon or amnesty, he
would continue to manifest wartime char-
acteristics. This exhibition of criminal
characteristics could jeopardize the chi ld
soldier's appl ication for refugee status.

A counter argument focuses on the
malleable nature of a child's character.
With proper treatment. a former child
soldier can overcome the psychological
trauma of his past. Programs, such as the
rehabilitation efforts of the International
Rescue Committee (IRe). arc currently in
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place to counteract the effects of war on
children. In Sierra Lconc'scityof'Kcncma,
for example, over 75 children graduated
from IRC homes. Altl.ough children arc
responsive to ski lis training. psychological
counseling is more di fficult. Most children
will not be reunited with their families, and
many have lost understanding of what a
family is. One program supervisor said,
"[The children] have these terrible feelings
that they did horrible things. They tell each
other God cannot forgive them for what
they did." However, thc statcmentsof'onc
child show potential for recovery. A 17
year-old who fought for seven years said,
"I did many, many bad things, but God let
me go. There was a whole lot offighting.
But life is diffcrcntnow. Weare not doing
evil. We want to go horne."?"

There are strong arguments on both
sides of this debate as to whether child
soldiers exhibit criminal characteristics that
should jeopardize their application forrcfu-
gee status or whether the past crimes of
child soldiers should be categorized as
serious non-political crimes. A notcwor-
thy consideration is that each State
determines what constitutes a serious
crime, according to its own standards.
Therefore, States also have discretion in
dctermi ning whether the criminal character
ofthc applicant would constitute a threat to
the State's internal order."

STATF DECISIOI\S

States have flexibility in determining
whether to exclude an applicant for refu-
gee status when he is a political or
non-political offender. Extradition has
traditionally been viewed as an addition to
the primary rule that permits asylum."
Therefore, States have implemented refu-
gee exclusions in di ffcring ways.

In Canada, the Minister of Employ-
mentandImmigrationtriedacac;eregarding
a 17 year-old applicant who participated
in the Salvadoran army as a child soldier,
escaped, and then sought refugee status in
Canada. In the case. Moreno 1'. Canada

I·n

Minister ofEmployment and lmmigra-
tion." the applicant was a male who was
forcibly conscripted into the Salvadoran
Army at age 16. He participated in five
armed con frontations with gueri Iia forces.
and stood guard outside a prisoner's cell
whilcthcprisoncrwas tortured. In Canada,
the standard of proof required that immi-
gration officials apply the exclusion clause
when there arc "serious reasons for con-
sidering" that certain crimes were
committed. The court held that, in this
case, the applicant could be accused ofno
more than being a member of a military
regime engaged in cri mcs agai nst human-
ity. The applicant was only guilty by
association and this guilt was not su fficicnt
to invoke the exclusion clause. Although
the court did not apply the exclusion clause,
its language was void of reference to the
applicant's age in determining culpability.
It appeared this court would treat a child
soldier as any adult soldier under similar
circumstances.

In the decade since the Moreno ruling,
international human rights law has evolved
in support of protecting the rights of child
soldiers. Judges may incorporate into
refugee law the findings from these changes
in intcrnationaljurisprudcnce.

The primary change in international
jurisprudence on the rights of children
resulted from the Convention on the Rights
of the Child ("the Convention"). The
Convention was formally adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly in
September 1990. The Convention lists
rights that States must protect on bchal f of
children and recognizes the principle of
"the best interests of the child." This
protected class includes children seeking
asylum."

The Convention also sought to protect
children from being drafted into the
military. ltoriginallysct 15 as the minimum
age at which a child could be drafted into
military service. A recently adopted Year
2000 Optional Protocol to the Convention
raised the minimum age for recruitment
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from 15 to I X for countries that rati ty the
Protocol."

The Convention is a decade old and is
the world's most rati tied human rights
treaty. Therefore, it seems incongruous
that there remain an estimated 300,000
child soldiers worldwide." The answer
lies in thc structure of the Convention. As
it docs not contain enforcement mccha-
nisms," enforceability within a particular
State depends on its domestic laws and the
degree to which it is subjected to political
pressure." The Convention did, how-
ever, create the Committee on the Rights
of the Child (CRC) to monitor implemen-
tation of the special care and protection
provisions."? Each State must make peri-
odic reports regarding the progress made
and measures undertaken to implement
the CRC.7tJ

The COI1\'ent ion has pri mari Iy rcsu ltcd
in the development of "special institutions
and other organizations specializing in
chi ldrcn "s rights" and "national plans of
action that outline the state's plans to
enforce children's rights in health, educa-
tion, nutrition.andothcrarcas.'?' Although
these efforts draw more pol itical attention
to problems, such as children in the mili-
tary, they do 1ittlc to correct them. 72

The response ofthc US to the Conven-
tion has been disappointing to many in the
international human rights community. The
US was one of only two U~ member
states to refuse to rati fy the Convention.
The US initially opposed the Optional
Protocol, which raised the age that chil-
dren could be used as soldiers to age 18.
because it wanted to continue recruiting
students immediately upon their gradua-
tion from high school, even i fthey had not
yet turned 18. n

In January 2000, the US agreed to a
compromise. It would accept the rule
barring the forced recruitment of children
under I ~ into the military only i{propo-
nents of the ban allowed continued
voluntary recruitment of chi loren under I ~.
This compromise is problematic in most of
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the nations using chilo soldiers for it is
di fficult to distinguish voluntary from co-
erced recruitment in the nations plagued by
civi Iwar. 7~ Therefore, it is unc lear whether
this compromise result will provide addi-
tional support to child soldiers.

The political reasons for the US failure
to act may be indicative of how they will
respond to applications for refugee status
from child soldiers. If the US continues to
support age 17 as suitable for enlisting in
the military, it may be unwilling to treat
applications of 17 year-old child soldiers
differently from the application of an adult
soldier. Immigration and Natural ization
Services (I0iS) is an independent agency
not directly influenced by the United States
Armed Forces. However, media stories
ofhypocrisy in the international community
might create sufficient pressure for the US
to abandon its treatment for 17 year-old
soldiers as adult soldiers. Inall probability.
if the US was willing to withstand scrutiny
for failure to support the Convention for
many years, the government maybewilling
to accept scrutiny for a less high profile
issucofdccision-rnaking for individual refu-
gee appl ications.

Despite the failure ofthc US to protect
17 ycar-olds from joining the military, the
US has followed Canada's lead by pro-
viding other protections for children.
Canada issued guidelines to the Immigra-
tion and Refugee Board (lRB) entitled,
"Chi ld Refugee Claimants: Procedural and
evidentiary Issues." Better known as the
The Canadian Guidelines, this report
required the appointment ora rcprcscnta-
tivc to act as a guardian forchild refugees
seeking asylum. Adopting the language of
the Convention on the Rights ofthc Chi Ill,
Canadian Guidelines stated thc decision
regarding refugee status must "reflect the
best interests of the child." Each child's
unique circumstances are accounted for in
the proceeding. Procedural steps fol-
lowed by the IRB reinforce sensitivity to
the age ofthe child in both undcrstanding
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the child's situation and in determining
refugee status. ~5

In its "Guidelines tor Children 's Asy-
lum Claims," better known as U,')'.

Guidelines. the US also addressed pro-
cedural concerns and methods to best
elicit facts and evidence lrom child appli-
cants. However, the U.S Guidelines
went further and incorporated legal stan-
dards to address issues unique to children."
Most importantly, the report explicitly states
that special attention be paid to "child
soldiers." Moreover, the I\iS Resource
Information Ccnter(RIC) was required to
issue information regarding conditions of
specific countries in order to inform asylum
officers. This includes: the legal and cul-
tural situation of children in theircountries
of origin, the incidcncc of'cxploitation and
other victimization, and the adequacy of
state protection afforded to children."

This sensitivity to the special circum-
stances of children indicates that Canada
and the US may be more prone to provide
refugee status to former child soldiers than
adult soldiers. Some may argue that the
guidel incs established by the two countries
are not intended to be 1110n: forgiving to the
crimes ofchildren: they are only intended
to be a guide to accurate fact-finding and
better treatment of children while chil-
drcn arc being assessed for refugee status.
However, this scnsiti vity to the limitations
of a child's understanding, and special
treatment accorded as a result, would
likely influence the immigrationjudgc in
determining whether a child soldier should
be held culpable for his actions and be
excluded from refugee status. In the only
known case where a child soldier sought
refugee status in either of these two COUll-

tries. he was not cxc ludcd from refugee
status because of his acts as a soldier."
The judge may have tailed to discuss
1\1orcno ' s age because it was unnecessary
in determining refugee status under the
law. The fai lure to discuss the appl icant s
age indicated only that he did not Iit cxciu-
sion requirements under Canadian law,

whether he was a child soldier or an adult
soldier. Although Canada and the US
appear to treat the status of child soldiers
more delicately than the claims of adults,
there is a movement to hold child soldiers
accountable for their crimes and hold trials
regarding the crimes committed by these
soldiers.

In October 2000, the U\: supported
Sierra Leone's trial of 15 year-old child
soldiers. Secretary-General Kef Annan
presented a plan to bring child soldiers
under the jurisdiction of the special war
crimes court for Sierra Leone that is domi-
nated by international judges. The plan
would provide children with their own trial
location and privacy would be ensured
simi lar to the juvenile justice system. Sen-
tences would not involve imprisonment,
but any conviction would accompany man-
datoryrchabilitation. This system is similar
to the procedure being used by the
Rwandan government to try children aged
IS to IXfor alleged involvement in geno-
cide. However, the U~ war crimes
tribunals for former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda do not have official provisions to
try children. Annan lett the uitimatc dcci-
sion to the Security Council as to whether
minors should be tried in Sierra Leone."
The Security Council determined that the
Special Court will have jurisdiction over
those "most responsible" for violations
and who arc between 15 and I~ years old.
Thisdecision iscriticizcd by many involved
in the care and rchabi litation of child sol-
diers in Sierra Leone."

This movement to hold children re-
sponsible for the war crimes they commit
indicates that many nations may choose to
apply Exclusion Clause Article I F(a) or
(b) to child soldiers seeking refugee status.
If children are considered culpable for
wartime acts and arc tried for war crimes.
they will likely be excluded from refugee
status under Artie lc I F( a). However, the
Security Council determined that only chi 1-
drcn between ages IS and I~ arc under
the jurisdiction of the Special Court cstab-
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lishcd for Sierra Leone. This indicates that
nations may adopt a similar age cut-offfor
children eligible forrefugee exclusions. In
addition to age restrictions, confidentiality
requirements for minors would also re-
duce the number of applicants denied
refugee status under an exclusion clause.
Given the confidential nature of minors'
judicial records and thcdi fticulty offinding
victims orwitncsscs to testi fy against them,
it would be di fficult to prove that the chi Id
committed war crimes. Finally, even if
immigration officials prove that a chi ld
committed war crimes or other illegal acts
under the Exclusion Clause Article I(f)(a)
or (b), the host country would probably
chose to waive the Exclusion Clause for
the child. Nationsand international groups
generally agree that with proper treatment,
a chi ld soldier can overcome the trauma of
his past. If a child soldier has not under-
gone rehabilitation, a court would likely
require he do so. A nation should not
refuse an applicant refugee status if'a child
soldier no longer exhibits criminal charac-
teristics and is not a threat to society. In
most cases, formerchild soldiers will not
be denied refugee status under The Exclu-
sion Clause. It is likely most nations will
provide all children with refugee status
who meet the requirements of the 1951
Convention, even if the host nation holds
child soldiers responsible for the crimes
committed during war.

CO~Cl.l:SIO:\

Child soldiers encompass over300,OOO
citizens in more than 30 nations. The
Convention on the RightsofthcChild is the
most widely ratified treatise to date. De-
spite the press and attention received by
the plightofchild soldiers, few steps have
been taken to end the recruitment of chi 1-
drcn into the military. No steps have been
taken to address the legal ramifications of
how the crimes committed by child sol-
diers should be treated when these chi ldrcn
apply for refugee status.
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It is logical to assume that iftherc were
many child soldiers seeking refugee status,
this issue would have been addressed in
courts and a clear standard would be
establ ishcd. States have not cstab Iished a
legal criterion forchild soldiers who com-
mitred criminal acts because few child
soldiers seek refugee status abroad. Child
soldiers typically remain in the care of
human rights groups ncar the borders of
their own countries and are frequently
rchabi litatcd over several months in group
homes and then reintroduced into society.
Even the us. Guidelines that explicitly
refer to child soldiers as a group to which
the procedures established for immigra-
tion officials should apply, lack a section
regarding Exclusion Clause IF(a)and(b).

Conceivably, drafters of these guide-
lines did not consider the possibi lity that
children would be excluded from refugee
status because ofthei r crimes comrn itted
as soldiers. Or perhaps drafters assumed
that child soldiers who committed mon-
strous crimes would be treated as any
adult under the exclusion provisions to
refugee law. The ambiguity of these guide-
lines points to the need for the establishment
of an explicit law ex ante to address the
crimes of child soldiers who seck refugee
status.

The Machel report emphasizes the
importance ofrchabilitation ofthesc chil-
dren. Ifa standard is created while achild
soldier is in the process of applying for
asylum, thejuvenile will likely be subjected
to additional notoriety" and delay of the
outcome of his case. Dragging a child
through the US court system will not only
postpone the heal ing process for the child,
but may cause additional damage to his
psychological well-being. Although the in-
ternational community has addressed the
illcgalityandproblemsthatstem from using
children as soldiers, it should now address
these controversial issues within the COI1-

text of refugee law. Ifchildsoldierscannot
be reintegrated into their own communities
because wartime scars are too deep, then
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other nations should accept and integrate
them into their communities.International
law protects children from being recruited
into militia groups. Nations should de-
velop domestic laws and protocols to
protect these chi ldrcn from persecution
that results after they escape these same
militia groups. Nationsshouldgrant former
chi ld soldiers refugee status.
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international humanitarian law to protect
the civil ian population in armed con fl icts,
States Parties shall take all feasible mea-
sures to ensure protection and care of
children who arc affected by an armed
conflict. Sec Francoise J Hampson, "Le-
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Contlicton Children." University ofEsscx.
UK. May 1996. Sec. 2.2.
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The Transformation of Governance
Paradigms and Modalities:

Insights into the Marketization of
the Public Service in Response

to Globalization
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In the 21 "century, global ization wi II pose the greatest contemporary public
policy challenge fur the public bureaucracies of industrialized and developing
countries. Whi Ie globalization brings tremendous opportunities, according to free
trade economists, pol icy makers, and academics, it also has the effect of constrain-
ing govcrnmcnts ' capacity to engage in the business of servicing the public's
entitlements. The article argues the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OEeD) countries have embraced the New Public Management
()\; PM) paradigm as "the" panacea for addressing the incfficicnc ies of'govcrnmcnt
and as a means to align their governance practices with the principal ideological
constructs of globalization. This trend is evidenced by the proliferation ofNPM
principles and practices throughout the Western democracies. Even more impor-
tantly, NPM is perceived as a way these governments can mitigate the threats of
globalization to their governance roles. Strategic maneuvers, on the part of these
bureaucracies, have tremendous implications for how public pol icy is designed and
in whose interests it is implemented.

The New Public Management (NP\r1)
paradigm enables the state to manage its
role in the globalization process. NPM
plays a valuable role as a policy tool and as
a means to advance efficiency, prudence,
and efficacy in state management. This
occurs at a time when these values have
emerged as a driving force behind the
mass-liberalization of national economics

and the international political economy
(lPE). NP\r1 serves most importantly,
then, as a means to secure a role for the
state in our globalizing world.

The adoption of NPM principles to
further efficiency in W estern governments
may not have the expected results. Con-
sider that NPM's alternative service
delivery techniques can undermine the ex-

Al;TllOI{ 's MHL: Thanks arc due to several persons who provided insight into and!
or commented on earlier drafts ofthis article: I am especially indebted to two anonymous
referees for their invaluable advice. I alone am responsible for any shortcomings or errors
in this article. The views and opinions reflected in this article arc the author's and do not
necessarily represent the views/position ofOECS.

A related article by the same author was published in The Round Tahle(2000), 353:
s I-I 06.
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tent to which public policy upholds and
advances the public interest.

This article investigates the literature
related to out-sourcing and reviews recent
developments in the Canadian bureau-
cracy and the Canadian Federation at
large. This review argues the public inter-
est is being compromised by the design
and delivery of public policy rooted in
private sector values and management
techniques.

GLOBALIZATION,NPM, GOVERNANCE,
ANDTHEPUBLICINTEREST:THEISSUES
IN CONTEXT

Globalization and NPM Defined
Globalization isaubiquitous term in the

international policy sciences. It has ac-
quired a generalized application in recent
years because it ismore a descriptive than
an analytical concept. It is widely under-
stood as the increasing and intractable
deregulation and integration of cross-bor-
der economic, political, and socio-cultural
activities amongst various state and non-
state actors and the standardization of
legal and social frameworks governing
these activities.

The tremendous influence of globaliza-
tion on the IPE is evidenced by the
increasing share of world trade in the
world Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
which has been rising at unprecedented
rates in recent years. Because most promi-
nent transnational actors in globalization
are thought to be financial and corporate
entities, globalization is associated with
trade, financial flows, and technology
spillovers. Recent innovations in technol-
ogy have played a role in the transformation
ofthe global system as they have enabled
private decisions regarding production,
finance, and investment to take place rela-
tively free of state intervention.

NPM has been a much debated con-
cept, especially since its application in the
last two decades in both developed and
developing countries. NPM encompasses
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three interconnected themes. First, it in-
volves the transfer of private sector models
of management to the public sector in
order to implement efficient resource de-
ployment. Second, NPM is regarded as a
necessary response to public bureaucra-
cies' limitations, especially in the Western
democracies. Institutional and exogenous
pressures related to developments in the
IPE strain governments' programming ca-
pacity and ideological sense ofpurpose.
Third, NPM provides revised techniques
and values with which governments can
better manage change in public adminis-
tration, ultimately impacting governance
frameworks.

The Changing Dynamics and
Modalities of Governance Frame-
works

Governance should not be equated
with government, per se; rather, it entails
public administration within apolitical con-
text, with adherence to the concept ofthe
public interest. Government, on the other
hand, can be viewed as an institution rather
than aprocess. Conceptually, governance
encompasses the complex mechanisms,
processes, relationships, and institutions
by which citizens articulate their interests
and mediate their differences through co1-
lective action. Central to the issue of
governance is the concept of power, who
exercises power, and how that power is
exercised.

While governance institutions reflect a
nation's socio-economic, historical, and
cultural realities, these institutions
generally comprise: the legal system (which
includes courts and the judiciary),
democratic institutions (which include leg-
islative bodies and other representative
institutions), civil society (which include
community based organizations or non-
governmental organizations, churches,
etc.), economic markets (which include
labor and business groups), and the public
sector (made up of its constituent parts at
the national, subnational, and local levels ).
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While the level of development of go v-
crnancc institutions varies between
developed and developing countries, the
dynamics and modal ities of governance
structures arc changing in both. The cata-
lysts for this change in the developing
world are the structural adjustment pro-
grams (SAPs) of the International
Monetary Fund (lMF) and the World
Bank, which arc meant to restructure the
public sector and reinvigorate stagnant
economics. SAPs jump start economic
growth by bui lding frameworks necessary
for the private sector to assume more ofa
role in national development. As a result,
many developing countries arc forced to
alter their administrative models, histori-
cally grounded on state intervention in
economic matters, through privatization or
downsizing. This practice has steadily
removed the visible hand of the state from
both economic management and public
sector administration.

In Western industrialized nations.gov-
cmanccmodaliticsarcchanging in response
to modem fiscal pressures. The revolution
in how Western democracies design, man-
age, and implement their economic,
governance, and regulatory mandates is
part ora larger effort to revise the state 's
role in society. This new governance
paradigm appears congruent with the ob-
jcctivcsof'globalizauonand its requirements
for less government involvement in soci-
ety. However, such a paradigm poses a
serious threat to social safety nets and the
rc-distributional objectives of public policy.
As R. Landry points out, "the introduction
ofbusincss-l ike managerial practices in the
government docs not always take into
account the many constraints confronting
government bureaucracies. 13yand large,
the goals of pub Iic bureaucracies arc more
ambiguous than is the case in private bu-
reaucracies. "I He argues further that
"equity is often more important than effi-
ciency in the operation of public
bureaucracies. "c Yet. evolving governance
frameworks arc undcrm in ing cqu ity con-
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siderations in policydcsignand implemen-
tation in favor of'cfficicncy.

The Dynamic Interplay Bet\\'(!(!n
Globalization and NPM

While policy makers and academics
agree there is administrative reform in the
NPM approach to public management,
there is little consensus as to the underlying
factors triggering such reform. Particular
confusion surrounds the factors that have
led to radical changes in state functions,
service delivery responsibilities, and core
values of public service. Scholars have
devised insufficient explanations tor these
changes in governance.' For example,
many have described the changes as being
a result of the "Quiet Crisis" (i.c., a grow-
ing inability of public bureaucracies to
servicecitizcn'sentitlementssatislilCtorily)
and the new fiscal realities governments
face. Absent from the debate over these
issues is the in flucncc offorces exogenous
to the domestic economics and societies of
W estern bureaucracies, which arc brought
about by globalization.

Increasing cconom ic intcrdcpcndcnce
and the convergence of ideological values
and policy prescriptions among thc Ol.Cl)
countries have fostered the proliferation of
l\PM concepts and practices. l\PM en-
ables the state to manage its changing role
in a globalizing world. The popularity of
NPM instruments and principles in the
past 15 to 20 years has coincided with the
dramatic systemic changes taking place in
the 1PE, i.c., globalization." Indeed, the
markctization of the public sector and its
adoption of :'\PM doctrines to facilitate
this transformation reflects the state's ef-
forts to contend with and respond to the
pressures of globalization. This effort by
the state involves fostering a more entre-
preneurial spirit in state functions. Efliciency
is becoming the primary determinant ofa
state's viability in a world where its bound-
aries arc increasingly irrelevant and its
regulatory roles inconsistent with a liberal-
izing international economy.
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The Universal Agenda to Adopt the
NPM Paradigm

In recent years, most Western bureau-
cracies have experienced growth in the use
of market-type mechanisms to address the
shortcomings of public service delivery
systems, policy instruments, and manage-
ment ethos. The principal thrust of this
public management reform has been the
delegation of state responsibilities and func-
tions and an emphasis on "outputs." Service
delivery instruments have changed to ac-
commodate such administrative reforms
and entire agencies have been created to
oversee the marketization of the public
service through privatization and retrench-
ment.'

Some governments have made more
progress than others in reshaping their
operations and service delivery techniques.
Because approaches to incorporating the
NPM doctrines vary, scholars have ques-
tioned whether there really is a universal
agenda to adopt such a paradigm. A.B.
Cheung, for instance, raises serious doubts
as to how universal the NPM revolution
actually is, since he sees no obvious trend
in how Western governments are imple-
menting NPM instruments." Similarly, K.
Kernaghan and M. Charih argue NPM is
"neither a coherent nor sufficiently inclu-
sive philosophy of public administration; it
is, however, the centerpiece of contempo-
rary dialogue on public service reform."?
Further, Cheung questions whether the
NPM doctrines provide anything new or
whether they offer insight into old issues.
Similarly, M. Barzeley notes thatthe NPM
revolution, which began in England in the
latter part ofthe last century and continued
in the United States, is a continuation of
past reform efforts to professionalize the
public service by, for example, incorpo-
rating merit-based systems into governance
frameworks. 8

In contrast, other scholars view NPM
as doctrinal, in large part because of its
characteristic performance-based admin-
istrative techniques. These include fmancial
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andmanagement reforms that stress greater
management autonomy, explicit standards
and performance measurements, empha-
sis on output controls, dismantling public
sector entities, greater competition via term
contracts and public tender procedures,
assimilation of private sector management
styles, and efficient resource use. 9 Many
of these NPM characteristics stem from
public choice and agency theories. Ithas
been argued that NPM has a role in con-
tributing to financial and management
reforms in Western bureaucracies and is
seen as the ideal vehicle for the reinvention
ofthe public service.

NPM creates anew governance model,
which realigns state functions and manage-
ment structures through devolution and
decentralization. P. Aucoin argues that
"what has been taking place in almost
every government in developed political
systems and highly institutionalized admin-
istrative states is a new emphasis on the
organizational designs for public
management. ... This internationalization of
public management parallels the interna-
tionalization of public and private
economies. "10 Such sentiment is echoed
by A. Yeatman who argues, "a major
process of reforming public management
has been occurring in the liberal demo-
cratic state jurisdictions over the last fifteen
years or so." 11 NPM has universal appeal
because it is perceived to create a state
that is competitive, flexible, market-ori-
ented, and better equipped to contend
with external change in the global economy.

While this bureaucratic reform is not
uniform, all OECD countries are adopting
NPM instruments. The extent to which
they are is more a reflection of cultural,
political, and historical factors unique to
each country, than it is a lack of collective
commitment to incorporate universally
accepted responses to globalization. 12

Globalization as Market Driven but
Politically Induced and State
Facilitated
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Rather than recoiling in the face of a
globalizing world, the state in the West is
securing a role for itselfas an intermediary
in the transnational ization of private sector
production, marketing, distribution, and
financial deregulation activities. In this
sense, the state has become a benefactor
to the market. Of course, the state's role
as intermediary in the globalization pro-
cess is not all-encompassing, such as with
capital markets. Due to developments in
the IPE, such as the transnational ization of
capital, the state's power as a facilitator is
being fragmented.

The state, especially in the industrial-
ized countries, ismoving away from its role
in advancing social agendas, notably the
welfare state, and has assumed a more
explicit role protecting the interests of'ac-
tors in the market. Not only is this move
reflective of the fact that revenues from
taxes are no longer commensurate with the
cost of social services, but also of the
changing wealth of nations. An increas-
ingly prosperous citizenry in the developed
countries is forcing many states toquestion
the relevance ofsocial programs that were
largely designed and developed as a re-
sponscto the tremendous human suffering
during the Great Depression, World War
II, and the subsequent reconstruction pe-
riod. While the citizens of almost every
developed country had to endure tremen-
dous hardship during these years, they
quickly amassed considerable wealth in
the post-war boom. The systematic seal-
ing down ofa "universal" welfare state is as
much a response to this development as it
is to the notion of the "minimalist" state
typically associated with globalization.

Governments arc no longer the guaran-
tors ofthe social democratic state. Instead,
the state in Western democracies is in-
creasingly assuming the roleof enforcer of
public policy initiatives framed at suprana-
tional lcvcls. Policy makers seem to believe
that recent developments in the market,
associated with globalization, must not
only be met \vith their blessing, but also
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must be facilitated by the state. In the long
run, the state will be able to ensure it docs
not become irrelevant in a world where the
primacy of the market is overshadowing
the importance 0fi ts regulatory ro lcs. Wh ilc
not explicitly regulating the actions of the
market, the state is content to monitor and
play the role ofan oversight entity vis-a-vis
its enforcement powers. 13 The state's role
in this millennium will be to facilitate the
continued global integration of markets.
The state will also intermediate between
transnational and state actors so as to
cstablish codcs of'conduct in liberalizing
trade, finance, and macro-economic frame-
works.

The international economy demands a
more competitive state that is willing to
emulate management principles embed-
ded in the private sector. However, is the
state's move to emulate the market com-
patible with its obligations to service its
citizens equitably? It is in the interest of
non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
governments, the private sector, and civil
society to ensure that pursuing a di ffcrent
approach to its governance responsibili-
ties docs not compromise the state's
obi igations to the citizen's wei fare. These
various actors must ensure public policy is
formulated and implemented with atten-
tion to the public interest.

111 Search ofthe Elusive Public
Interest

The public interest is not just the inter-
play between interest groups in policy
sub-systems, but rather the pursuit of a
"moral good" in the formulation and ex-
ecution of public policy. Advancing the
public interest has short- and long-term
implications. Many scholars have noted
how critical it is that public servants protect
the public interest in their actions and
deeds. l~ Although the term "public inter-
est" has widespread emotional appeal as it
alludes to what is in the public good, the
design and operational features ofpublic
policy rarely please everyone. However.
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diverse viewpoints and competing inter-
ests in the agenda-setting process have
historically ensured the public interest is
served. With the recent entrenchment of
ideological and methodological homoge-
neity in governance, representative policy
making is compromised and, as a result, so
is the public interest.

Many commentators speculate that the
citizens ofthe OECD nations will face an
up-hill battle in ensuring their governments
maintain a balance between the pursuit of
efficiency and the protection of social wel-
fare." Whileldonotobjecttotheadoption
of the entrepreneurial spirit in the public
service, an irnportant line must be drawn as
to what are acceptable instruments and
methodologies exercised to pursue public
policy. One must be careful to recognize
that the public servant and the private
sector executive are not cut from the same
cloth. While the former plays an important
role in re-distributive initiatives for the
public's benefit, the latter plays a role in
amassing wealth for private gain. If the two
roles are not balanced and if the roles ofthe
public servant begin to reflectthoseofthe
private sector, the public bureaucracy risks
undermining the design of public policy in
the public interest.

BEYONDTHEDRIVINGTHEMESOFNPM:
A CRITIQUE

Entrepreneurial Risk-Taking vs.
Democratic Stewardship: Are They
Reconcilable?

Because of the adoption of the NPM
paradigm, market-driven management
views in the public sector have emerged as
an all-encompassing approach in the prac-
tice of public management. By grafting
private sector managerial concepts onto
the public sector, neo-rnanagerialism has
changed the public management model. In
this model, public managers assume the
role of entrepreneurial leaders who func-
tion best in a market and results-oriented
environment. D. Osborne and T. Gaebler
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argue that this will be the case because
these managers will be in constant pursuit
of the bottom line. 16 However, under these
conditions does democratic accountability
of managers who serve the public interest
conflict with their motivations of self- inter-
est and opportunism? This is a pervasi ve
and inescapable problem, which the entre-
preneurial-bureaucrat model raises time
and again.

Many authors argue NPM has pro-
moted innovation and radical change in the
public service" and, hence, is worth pur-
suing even though democratic
accountability may be compromised. 18 M.
Schneider and G. Peters describe public
entrepreneuralismas the catalyst for more
effective government. 19, 20However, these
authors are oblivious to the fact that the
public entrepreneur's penchant for rule
breaking and manipulation ofthe policy
process undermines the principle of gov-
ernance for the people.

Strategicmanagementinthepublicser-
vice, as pursued within the framework of
reinventing government and performance
management, has several shortfalls aside
from the accountability issue. First, while
measuring performance quantitatively is
relatively straightforward, it is directed at
short-run results, which do not provide
meaningful assessment of the success of
longer-term policy mandates. Second,
advancing policy change through the use of
strategic planning and total quality man-
agement techniques fails to provide
sufficient explanation ofthe outcomes in
the strategic planning process, which are
critical in evaluating the success of any
policy. Furthermore, if the public entre-
preneur places a premium on innovative
changes, he may undermine the core val-
ues of the public service. Consider the
ramifications of a public entrepreneur who
thinks he owns the policy process or a
particular program. The manager, no longer
a servant of the people, may pursue the
bottom line at the expense of equity and
fairness.
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Whi le Ido not argue against the pursuit
ofsomc form of entrepreneurial spirit in the
public service, I do not condone the for-
malization of such spirit in the
nco-rnanagcrialist approaches to public
governance. The indiscriminate substitu-
tion of market mechanisms for state
regulation contributes to accountability,
transparency, and public participation
problems andjcopardizcs public service
values.

Privatizing the Welfan: State: How
Much C([II Governments Save?

A central feature of the NPM paradigm
is contracting or-out-sourcing, which is the
provision of public services by private
sector contractors." Empirical studies
show that cash-strapped governments can
benefit from such arrangements and pro-
vide services more c f'fi c ic nt ly.:"
Incrcasingl y, however, contracting-out ar-
rangements have come under fire. Two
issues should be addressed: whether con-
tracting out saves the government more
money and the extent to which such ar-
rangements undermine public
accountability.

Despite examples of success of con-
tracting out in terms of reducing costs, in
many cases cost reductions are not signi fi-
cant. 2.\ Contracting-out arrangements may
result in privately contracted parties exert-
ing equal, iInot more, pressure for higher
spending by governments than publ ic em-
ployees. P. Starr argues that public
spending coalitions have not been broken
up despite privatization efforts. Claimants
to the public treasury may increase as a
result of contracting out. For example,
privately contracted highway construction
in the US often does not reduce the pres-
sure for bigger construction appropriations
on state governments. There arc often no
signi ficant cost di flcrcnccs in service deliv-
ery by either government or private parties.
Further, he argues that any lower costs
associated with private contractors reflect
low variablccxpcnscs, such as lower wage
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rates and the employment of part-time
workers without employee bcncfi ts. Thus,
Starr contends cost reductions may occur
because of factors extraneous to quality
and efficiency criteria."

Moreover, costs to government do not
end when services are contracted out be-
cause the government is still obligated to
regulate the service. Ifthc private contrac-
tors involved arc unable to provide the
service, because ofquality or cost issues,
the government must cancel thc contract
and make alternative arrangements. Mean-
while, services arc disrupted and costs
increase. While a government will only
contract out a service in a competitive
environment, the market may exhibit mo-
nopol istic tendencies that compromise the
efficacy ofservice del ivcry over time.

Other scholars provide quantitative
evidence that questions the efficacy of out-
sourcing. G. Hodge conducted an
international meta-analytic study ofthe
success of contracting OUt.25 The perfor-
mance framework for his anal ysis iIll'Iudes
five criteria: economic, social, democratic,
legal, and political. I Ic evaluates the suc-
cess of contracting out in terms of better
services, lower prices, increased choice,
and the adherence of contracted serves to
equity considerations. He also considers
economic efficiency of out-sourcing in both
the bidding process and service provision.
While Hodge observes it is possible for
contractors to provide services cheaply
with no loss of quality, he voices concern
about corruption that could result from the
contracting-out process. He notes, "the
risk of corruption is more a risk to the
democratic process itsclfthrough the influ-
ence 0 fpol itical processes. ":1>

Hodge's study found noticeable finan-
cial advantages from the contracting out
process, especially in such services as
garbagccolicction, cleaning, and mainte-
nance. I lowcvcr, he states that while the
process has had some success (especially
at the municipal government level), this
success is limited to only certain typcs of
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government services, and does not war-
rant the privatization of the gamut of
government services. According to Hodge,
cost reductions were often not as substan-
tial as the NPM rhetoric suggests. In
addition, contracting out complicates and
disrupts the general oversight of govern-
ment provided services and diminishes
public accountability." Further, the con-
tractor is held accountable according to
the terms ofthe contract, which is signifi-
cantly different from the accountability
structure forpublic servants in the delivery
of services.

In the contracting out model, service
providers are directly accountable to pub-
lic servants and not to the citizens recei ving
the service. The ramifications for citizens'
redress in the event of service delivery
problems are obvious. While ministerial
responsibility has its shortcomings, it pro-
vides some assurance that someone will be
held accountable. 28While contracting-out
may enhance transparency by shifting ser-
vice delivery standards, it clearly has
significant disadvantages that go beyond
cost considerations and encompass ac-
countability issues.

NPM AS ASTRA TEGIC POLICY TOOL IN

AN INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRY: CANADA'S

RESPONSE TO GLOBALIZATION

The Decentralization Push and the
Centralization Pull

Canada faces two opposing tenden-
cies in the NPM revolution. On the one
hand, the harbinger of Canada's public
sector reform has been the Programme
Review that promotes effecti ve and cost
efficient delivery of government programs
and services. The result was a dramatic
decline inprogram spending in 1999,which
accounted for about 12 percent ofGDP
and constitutes the lowest recorded level
of program spending as a proportion of
GDP in 50 years. The Canadian provinces
are having to shoulder a larger financial
burden in delivering services due to drastic
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cuts in federal transfer expenditures, such
as the Canada Health and Social Transfer
(CHST).29 Such intergovernmental trans-
fers have been reduced by one- third, from
19.3 percent in 1994-95 to 12.5 percent
in 1997-98.30 These developments reflect
an erosion of the federal government's
larger commitment to upholding a substan-
tive feature ofthe Canadian welfare state
and have substantially decentralized the
Canadian Federation.

At the close of the 1990s, the federal
government was struggling to maintain its
record in its social policy cornmitments. 31

While social spending grew significantly in
the post-war years, in both nominal and
real terms, the sustainability of the federal
government's social policy commitments
and the efficacy of its programming in this
regard is seriously under threat.

There is growing reticence on the
part ofthe federal government regarding
its social policy role. The 1999 Social
Union Framework Agreement (SUFA)
was an attempt to address the Federal
government's lack of a coherent vision for
social policy. Similarly, the Ministerial
Council on Social Policy Renewal-cre-
ated in 1995 by provincial
premiers-represented an effort to estab-
lishavenue highlighting responsibilities and
roles in social policy. The Ministerial
Council was also charged with negotiating
socialprogramreformandreaffmninggov-
emment jurisdictional responsibilities in
program delivery. The federal
government's leadership in social policy
continues to be compromised as a result of
collaborative bottlenecks with provincial
jurisdictions and declining political will to
meet its obligations to the Canadian public.
The cumulative effect is that efficacy of
social policyprograrnming iscompromised.
Furthermore, the federal government may
choose to remain reticent because it be-
lievesleadershipinsocialpolicyisafimction
of provincial jurisdiction. This ultimately
compromises social policy goal-setting,
programming, and implementation.
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Compounding this state of affairs is the
weakening of the social democratic state
as a result of the federal government's
declining financial contributions to social
programs, many ofwhich were rolled into
the CHST block grant throughout the
1990s.12 All this has had the effect of
decentralizing the Canadian Federation,
as provinces have had to assume increas-
inglymore financial responsibi Iities. This is
especially the case with social union and
the labor market issues where the prov-
inces have had to compensate for the
federal government's declining commit-
ment. This notwithstanding, the social
union framework isabout power and money
(directly related to the federal government's
spending power in the area) and the fed-
eral government is keen to maintain its role
as the source of funds." However,
partnership arrangements between the
provinces and the federal government
throughout the I990s became increasingly
imbalanced as the provinces assumed more
ofa responsibility in program financing.

On the other hand, Canada's willing-
ness to adopt international economic
policies in response to globalization ap-
pears to be centralizing the federation.
Canada's participation in trade agreements
such as the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFT A), the Uruguay Round
(U R), and other multilateral agreements
centralizes its policy-making machinery.
Such agreements undermine the impor-
tance and relevance of domestic trade
agreements such as the Agreement on
Internal Trade (AIT).H While the prov-
inces will be forced to assume more ofa
role in social program delivery, the federal
government wi IIstrengthen its control over
trade and monetary and fiscal policy.

The Normative Appeal of NPM

NPM is complementary to the public
service reforms that have emerged in
Canada from the 1990s. By reinventing
government for efficiency, the state intends
to safeguard its interests in a globalizing
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world. The principles of0:PM in Canada
have an a priori appeal to the entrepre-
neurial bureaucrat who increasingly has to
do more with less.

The federal and subnational govern-
ments in Canada face significant fiscal
constraints, while having to provide en-
titlements and cater to program-related
demands of the Canadian public. These
governments, then, are faced with di fficult
and important public policy choices. While
plagued by significant domestic and inter-
national pressures, the Canadian provincial
and federal governments need to be prag-
matico They must decide between
dispensing with their public service re-
sponsibilities in an effort to incorporate
nco-rnanagcrialist principles and address-
ingsocial policy issues with a great deal of
pragmatism. Ultimately, theoutcomesof
these decisions will determine the charac-
ter of Canadian federalism in the 21 s!

century. The Canadian state already faces
acrisisoflegitimacy, in large part because
of the increasing tendency to contract out
public services. The government is using
tax dollars to contract out services instead
of providing those services directly. This
has impacted thestate'sabilitytoequitably
fulfill its citizens' needs and at the same
time has plagued governance with dis-
torted accountability frameworks.

COI\CLUSION

There is a global agenda to incorporate
market-type mechanisms, as reflected in
the doctrines ofNPM, into the governance
frameworks of Western states. As has
been the case with the market, the state's
response to globalization has been de-
regulation. While the deregulation of the
market is driven by nco-liberal doctrines
aimedat liberalizing financial and capital
markets, the deregulation of the state is
driven by the NPM doctrine. In important
ways, these deregulation agendas repre-
sent two sides of the same coin.

Many governments within the OECD
do not simply view NPM as a juxtaposi-
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tion of prescriptions for efficiency gains,
but rather as a measured and calculated
response for public sector bureaucracies
to respond to the imperatives of globaliza-
tion. In this sense, NPM is an effort by the
state to preempt globalization's anti-state
thrust and adjust its role so as to ensure its
viability in the changing mosaic ofthe IPE.
Debates continue as to the degree to which
such a governance paradigm risks further
alienating the public and undermining the
core values of Western bureaucracies.
Neo-mangerialist approaches to public
sector management, which advance the
notion ofthe entrepreneurial bureaucrat,
are not congruent with the public interest
and democratic stewardship. Core public
service values such as truthfulness, equity,
and fairness may be compromised in the
pursuit ofthe bottom line. Suffice it to say,
because the priorities of many govern-
ments largely reflect economic interests,
many policy makers around the world are
inclined to aggressively adoptNPM as the
panacea for approaches to governance.
Such an inclination may be premature as
there is no conclusive empirical evidence
to substantiate political claims that NPM
instruments are having the desired effects.
While NPM practices seem an appropri-
ate way for the state to secure its role in a
globalizing world, they more often than not
undermine the very reason for having a
government that protects and serves the
public interest.
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Crvpto: l Iowthc Code Rebels Beat
the Government+Saving Pri\'(1('Y ill
the Digital Agc, By Steven Levy, Viking
Press, 200 I, 356 pp.

Steven Levy, NClI'S\\'cd's chief tech-
nology writer, has been covering the topic
of computer security for several years,
Levy's deep knowledge of this area and
his expertise in writing about technical
issues for a popular magazine are put to
good use in his most current book, 0:\ 'pto,
The book is an eminently readable history
of recent advances in cryptography; that
is, the mathematical manipulation o f data
in order to hide it from everyone except
the intended rccipicnus). While this may
seem like a rather esoteric subject. cryp-
tography plays a critical role in our
everyday livcs--from allowing us to pur-
chase goods over the Internet to protecting
our ce IIphone conversations from eaves-
droppers, Although Crypto docs a good
job cxplaini ng how cryptography works,
the book's true value lies in Levy's explo-
ration of the impact of cryptography on
society, Levy is particularly adept at de-
scribing the struggles between those who
believe that the spread of cryptography
could seriously harm US national security
and law enforcement, and those who be-
Iicvc that cryptography can enhance
democracy by providing privacy and se-
curity for personal communications,

Crvpto begins by describing the de-
velopment and commercial ization of pub Iic
key cryptography (also known as public
key infrastructure or PKI) in the 1970s
and ~Os, Levy docs an excellent job ex-
plaining how PKI works, and how it
di Ifcrs from the other methods of'cryptog-
raphy that have been used for hundreds of
years,_~ore importantly, h~ delves into

the personalities of the creators of this
technology in order to show how their
passionate bel icf in privacy leads them
into direct conflict with parts ofthe LJS
government.

The bulk of Crvpto focuses on the
ensuing battle between an interesting as-
s0l1mentofcomputerscientists,engineers,
mathematicians, and privacy activists on
the one hand, and the National Security
Agency and the FBI on the other hand,
Levy's account of this battle is detailed,
nuanced, and proves fascinating reading,
lie does a good job of explaining how a
new and rather esoteric technology led to
a fundamental con flict between two pi liars
of US democracy: the right to privacy \'S,

the right of the government to invade that
privacy.

Levy gives a particularly nice account
of the disagreements with the LJS govern-
ment itselfabout how to respond to this
new challenge, The net result of these
disagreements is that the United States
wasted a golden opportunity to hold an
open national debate about the issues
surrounding PKI. [n the end, US policy
swung from one extreme to another, and
the crucial debate that was needed to find
a satisfactory solution to this policy di-
lemma has never taken place,

There arc three primary lessons that
can be taken away from this book, The
first is that technology can dramatically
alter the social and political structure ofa
society, The second is that individual
people can take on the most powerful
governmental organizations and win. Fi-
nally, the parochial and narrow-minded
interests ofone ortwo government agen-
cies can potentially undermine the best
interests ofthc government and country as
a whole,

Th(' (;('orgl'lown I'uhlir I'olil-~ Review, 6:2 (Spring 200 I), Copyright t, 200 I
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Levy's book does not preach; rather,
it lets the story unfold naturally through the
characters. Although Levy doesn't do as
good ajob explaining some of the more
complex cryptographic concepts in the
later chapters as he does in the earlier
chapters, the story is generally easy to
follow and the technologies are described
well enough that most readers should
grasp how they work. Overall, Crypto is
an excellent book for anyone interested in
the relationship between technology and
public policy.

IRVING Lxcnow

Digital Signature Trust

Government's End: Why Washing-
ton Stopped Working. By Jonathan
Rauch. Public Affairs Books, 1999,288
pp.

As recently as the 1930s, the federal
government was at the forefront of change
in the national economy. Under Franklin
D. Roosevelt, numerous federal programs
were enacted such as the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority, the Civilian Conservation
Corps, and the Civil Works Administra-
tion. In the 1960s, government yet again
led the nation into a period of domestic
reform under Lyndon Johnson's Great
Society program, and the nation later
rallied behind his War on Poverty cam-
paign. However, after this period of
popular government activism, the federal
government stopped sponsoring new do-
mestic programs. Despite the
entrepreneurial leadership of Ronald
Reagan, Bill Clinton, and Newt Gingrich,
the federal government was gridlocked
and comparatively little was accomplished.

What had happened? Why was gov-
ernment in a state of para lysis? The answer,
according to National Journal reporter
Jonathan Rauch in his book
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Government's End, began with a rapid
proliferation of inter est groups which he
terms "hyperpluralism." The beneficiaries
of new federal programs inevitably form
interest groups that both defend the exist-
ing programs and demand increasing
benefits. The New Deal and Great Soci-
ety campaigns created the government
programs that initiated this self-perpetu-
ating cycle, and the result was the
proliferation of the numerous interest
groups characteristic of contemporary
American society.

Rauch maintains that interest groups
need a period of relative stability in order
to propagate. The end of World War II
provided American interest groups with
this crucial period of relative stability,
when the United States entered a period
of prosperity unmatched in its history.
This created a plethora of interest groups
and led to what Rauch calls
"demosclerosis." Rauch effectively cites
numerous anachronistic government pro-
grams to support his claim that the
proliferation of interest groups has dis-
abled the federal government. Among his
convincing references are failed attempts
at bank reform, the Veteran's Adminis-
tration hospital system, the sugar subsidy,
and the wool and mohair subsidy. In each
case, interest groups created long ago
have repeatedly succeeded in obstructing
government reform of outdated federal
programs.

Despite his acute observations, Rauch
fails to adequately emphasize the pluto-
cratic nature of contemporary interest
group politics. He believes that in modern
American society "everyone is organized,
and everyone is part of an interest group,"
and that the days of aristocratic domi-
nance of interest groups in government
are waning. However, Rauch does not
acknowledge that, in spite ofthe increas-
ing representation of poor and middle-class
constituencies in congressional lobbies,
these interest groups have an inherently
more difficulttime forming and influencing
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government as a result of their large num-
bers and financial constraints. These
enormous barriers remain to this day and
keep poor interest groups well behind
their wealthier counterparts in the lobby-
mg garnc.

Although numerous attempts have been
made at limiting the power of interest
groups, nothing can feasibly be imple-
mented to dramatically alter their role in
influencing government. Innovative rem-
edies such as campaign finance reform
may ameliorate the situation, but at the
end of the day government will remain
calcified beyond repair. However, in
Government 's End, Rauch suggests that
the conscq ucnccs of'hypcrp Iuralisrn and
dcmosc leresis arc not ncccssari Iyadverse
or dramatic. In other words, life for the
vast majority of Americans will remain
unaffected as society naturally adapts to
circumvent the outmoded policies of the
federal government.

VIJA Y SFKIIO:\

University of California. Berkeley

The Internet Economy: A ccess,
Taxes, and Market Structure. By Alan
Wiseman. Brookings Institution Press,
2000, 128 pp.

Many scholars who would never have
found interest in the Internet arc seeing it
integrated into their disciplines as well as
their daily lives. In particular, economists
arc finding the need to revisit the concepts
of competition and industry structure as
well as other dimensions of economics
where transaction or search costs have
loomed large. Fundamental economic
theories, predicated on an unachievable
world of negligible transaction or search
costs, can now be tested as the once
purely conceptual is wired into the walls.

16l)

The Internet Economy: Access,
Taxes, and Market Structure is a good,
itperhaps not well-titled book, that ad-
dresses the intersection of the Internet and
economics. A more descriptive subtitle
might have been "An Exploration though
an Overview of Empirical Studies and
their Implications."There is no particular
focus on information economics, that is,
the buying and sellingofdigital-onlygoods.
The focus is instead on market structure,
pricing, and theoretical implications of the
Internet for economics as viewed through
an overview of empirical studies.

This text does a fine job of surveying a
fragmented, inchoate field. Iwould par-
ticularly recommend it to economists
seeking to explore the impact of the
Internet on their particular area of interest.
Graduate students seeking a hold on the
area would also benefit from this book.
Currently, there is no single set of journals,
con fcrenccs, or organizations where stud-
ies of'lntcrnct economics arc synthesized.
The Telecommunications Policy Research
Conference (TPRC), the Association of
Internet Researchers (AoIR), and the
Academy of Management all have pro-
duced worthwhile works in the area, yet
arc rarely found in the same academic
category. This text is useful in addressing
the fragmentation by gathering the studies
in one place.

The book addresses quality of service
economics, as well as the pricing and
competitiveness implications oflnternet
commerce. Disintermediation,
reintcrmcdiation, and network effects arc
well explained. There is, however, no
discussion of access orthe digital divide,
as may be expected given the book's title.
The discussion of taxes is primarily fo-
cused on the impact it would have on the
growth oflnternet economics, but it adds
little given that the research on the influ-
ence oftaxation on the growth oflnternet
commerce is well covered elsewhere.

In terms ofinfonnation c-commcrcc.
that is transactions consisting only ofdata
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bits, the topic of access costs is addressed
with an overview of the four major ap-
proaches to quality of service: integrated
service, differential service, fat pipe strat-
egies, and real-time auctions. The technical
feasibility of the different approaches is
not addressed; the issues of information
property and intellectual property protec-
tion are not considered. A further
weakness is the introductory section on
the Internet, which by its nature cannot be
current given the inherent delay between
authoring an academic book and the end
ofthe publishing process.

The value of this book is in its overview
ofthe first papers on Internet economics
and the theoretical overview ofthe state of
the discipline. Subsequent editions or a
complimentary web site would make this
slim but useful volume an even more useful
addition to the field ofInternet economics.

JEAN CAMP

Harvard University

The Third Force: The Rise of
Transnational Civil Society. Edited by
Ann M. FIorini. Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 2000, 295 pp.

Ifthis year's headlines are any indica-
tion, the subject of globalization continues
to stir passions, from the World Eco-
nomic Forum in Davos, Switzerland to the
World Social Forum in Porto Alegre,
Brazil. Meanwhile, in the halls of academia,
there is a growing recognition of the emerg-
ing power of non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in the international
relations arena traditionally reserved for
nation-states. Combine the two topics,
and an intriguing study is inevitable. This is
just what Ann FIorini, director of the
Carnegie Endowment's Project on Trans-
parency and Transnational Civil Society,
has compiled in an edited volume of case
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studies on the emerging "transnational
civil society."

FIorini steers a steady course past the
shoals that have sunk many recent civil
society enthusiasts, who argue that by
creating "social capital," civil society can
solve many problems of governance.
FIorini focuses primarily on the effect of
transnational civil society organizations in
altering behaviors and policies and thus
avoids the empirically troublesome de-
bate over whether civil society actually
contributes to democracy or other goals
of governance. (For beginners, a com-
prehensive annotated bibliography at the
end of the book also offers a useful intro-
duction to ongoing debates on this and
other debates within the civil society lit-
erature.) Her work concentrates instead
on the influence of single-issue organiza-
tions or networks, such as Transparency
International, the International Campaign
to Ban Landmines (lCBL), and the
Zapatista Network.

FIorini seems fully aware that civil so-
ciety may not always have solely positive
effects, and does not dance around the
potential problems posed by new organi-
zations. As she points out, the values that
drive some members of trans national civil
society-such as terrorists-are not
widely held, and many are not the sort the
reader would presumably cherish. Just as
importantly, FIorini and her contributors
are careful to avoid the cheerleading for
civil society organizations that the book's
title might otherwise suggest. Perhaps by
virtue of the fact that most ofthe contribu-
tors are practicing members of the
organizations they write about, they are
realistic about the limitations legitimate
civil society organizations face. The es-
says recognize the difficulties of
transnational civil society organizations,
acknowledging, for example, that the per-
ception that such institutions have an elite,
Western bias may ultimately undermine
their effectiveness. FIorini points out the
presence of occasional non-democratic
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processes within transnational civil soci-
ctyorganizations: she also points out the
potential downsides to the not-infrequent
goal of influencing the internal politicsofa
sovereign nation. Most importantly, the
book idcnti tics a key paradox facing
transnational civil society in a globalizing
world: as NGOs work to combat
transsovcreign problems, they may also
undermine sovereignty and unintention-
ally create circumstances that allow
transsovcrcign problems to flourish.

This excellent collection is a testament
to Fiorini's belief that the power of
transnational civil society cannot be ig-
nored in a world in which the information
revolution, growing economic integration,
and a rising population are contributing to
unprecedented globalization. A lthough the
nation-state and the transnational corpo-
ration remain primary players, civil society
is increasingly crossing boundaries, in-
serting itself, and using an international
presence to leverage its power against
national governments. Iftransnational civil
society organizations arc able to maintain
their credibility, they may be able to gain
a power of moral suasion that can coun-
terbalance traditional military and
economic forces. But as most of the con-
tributors implicitly point out. transnational
civil society must aim to maintain its moral
authority, legitimacy, and claim to authori-
tative knowledge even as it seeks
expanded influence.

The essays arc well integrated and
offer a history of the ascendancy ofvari-
ous types of transnational civil society
organizations. These range from a single
person with a powerful idea, such as Peter
Eigen and Transparency International, to
the array of groups who worked to fight
nuclear proliferation and big dams, to the
more recent phenomena of networks of
independent national civil society groups.
The essay on the ICBL points out a
supreme irony of the new power of
transnational civil society: at the time Jody
Williams won the Nobel Peace Prize, the
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network had no street address or even a
bank account.

The powcr of Zn« Third Force lies in
the concrete examples it offers of how a
well-intentioned campaign can make a
di ffcrcnce, even when facing strong na-
tional governments and well- financed
private sector opponents. The one draw-
back to this otherwise excellent collection
of practical essays is that it offers little in
the way oflong-term practical guidance.
The experience of the groups detailed
here is useful in drawing up strategies and
tactics for incipient transnational civil so-
cictyorganizations. But it might be useful
to have more concrete examples of the
sort alluded to in a brief discussion of
Grccnpcaccs credibility loss during its
efforts ,lg;inst French nuclear testing in
the early 1990s. Perhaps this book will be
followed with a second volume detailing
the life cycle of transnational civil society
organizations and ways in which
profcssionalization and internal democra-
tization can be implemented to increase
their effectiveness. Until such a volume
appears, however, the Third Force is an
excellent and comprehensive beginning
for those interested in the influence ofa
powerful new force in international public
policy.

MXrTlIl:\\, T:\ YLOR

Georgetown University

Between Politics and Science: As-
suring the Integrity and Productivity
of Research. By David Guston. Cam-
bridge University Press, 2000, 232 pp.

At the conclusion of the last World
War, the Allies found they had some
unexpected sources to thank for their
victory: innovations like the large scale
production of penicillin, the invention of
RADAR, and the atom bomb demon-
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strated as few things had before the pro-
found impact that scientific research could
have on human affairs. Successes like
these in solving complicated problems
prompted government to fund basic re-
search in the belief that applying the
scientific process to unraveling the work-
ings of nature would inevitably lead to
technological progress. Initially, the gov-
ernment provided funding without
controlling how it was spent. As the need
to measure a tangible return in
government's growing investment in sci-
ence became evident, boundary
organizations were created to moderate
the interaction between scientists and poli-
ticians.

David Guston explores the evolution
of the relationship between government
and scientists using aprincipal-agent frame-
work in Between Politics and Science.
He analyzes historical events and their
role in influencing this relationship, arguing
that the evolution of this relationship im-
proved accountability and performance.

At the outset, scientists were unregu-
lated in their work because it was felt that
only they could grasp the complexity of
scientific undertakings, and thattheir drive
for knowledge would inevitably result in
productive and ethical work. The as-
sumption that scientific work occurs
beyond the reach ofhuman nature, Guston
says, was naive. To support this conten-
tion, he cites trends and watershed events
within the National Institutes of Health
(NIH)-a leading recipient of govern-
ment funding for scientific research.

Throughout the book, the author relies
on NIH to build his analysis using the
construct of a principal-agent relation-
ship. The government, acting as the
principal, initially entrusted scientists, its
agents, unconditionally to carry out a task
that the government was not able to per-
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form on its own. Because ofthe asymme-
try in knowledge between principal and
agent, govemment failed to build account-
ability into the relationship from the outset.
Rather, it left this responsibility to the
agent. Numerous incidents called into
question the ability of the agents to regu-
late themselves, leading to the creation of
"boundary organizations." These organi-
zations function as buffers between
principal and agent and monitor the per-
formance of scientists on behalf of the
government while preventing it from mi-
cro-managing science. At NIH, the
boundary organization includes scientists,
investigators, and attorneys who together
can understand the work of scientists.

Guston's style is accessible and the
events recounted are necessary anchors
for his discussion. His presentation fol-
lows historical events linearly as he
explores the evolving principal-agent re-
lationship of government and scientists.
His approach clarifies the relationship
between scientists and government to the
reader, but does not provide strong evi-
dence that the evolution ofthis relationship
improved accountability or performance.
To provide additional support to his the-
sis, Guston could have provided more
quantitative measures of accountability
within the NIH, since he focused on this
agency.

The numerous anecdotes provide a
rich fabric for him to build his analysis.
However, the numerical data presented
cover short spans of time, challenging the
reader to place them in the much longer
historical context the author examines.
This leaves the reader wondering whether
other measures exist that the author could
have explored in his analysis.

EMILE ETTEDGUI

RAND
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